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Anexos 

Anexo 1: Transcripción discurso en la CPAC de 2011 

Fuente: You Tube:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PlT9fAkj0XU 

 

1. Let me begin by thanking CPAC for the opportunity to address so many of you 

2. today.  It's a wonderful forum and an honor to be here.  Thank you very much. 

3. While I'm not at this time a candidate for the presidency, I will decide by June 

4. . whether or not I will become one. 

5. And I will tell you the reason that I'm thinking about it is that the United States  

6. hasbecome a whipping post for the rest of the world.  The world is treating us  

7. withoutrespect; they are not treating us properly. 

8. America today is missing quality leadership and foreign countries have quickly 

9. realized this.  It's for this reason that the United States is becoming the 

10. laughingstock of the world.  Now whether we like it or don't like it, that's what's 

11. happening.  I deal with people from China.  I deal with people from Mexico.   

12. Theycannot believe what they're getting away with. 

13. I've said on numerous occasions that countries like China, like India, South  

14. Korea, Mexico, and the OPEC nations view our leaders as weak and ineffective  

15. and have repeatedly taken advantage of them to the tune of hundreds of billions  

16. of dollars a year. When they talk about raising your taxes, they talk about—I  

17. think raise the taxes on some of these countries that are taking advantage of the  

18. United States. Over the years, I've participated in many battles and have really  

19. almost come out very, very victorious every single time.  I've beaten many  

20. people and companies and I've won many wars.  I have fairly but intelligently  

21. earned many billions of dollars which in a sense was both a scorecard and  

22. acknowledgment of my abilities. 

23. During my lifetime I've—a little different, right?  A little different than what  

24. you've been hearing.  During my lifetime, I've always been told that a person of  

25. great accomplishment and achievement cannot become a politician or run for  

26. political office because there are too many enemies, both very smart and not so  

27. smart, strewn along this highway to success. People who have been in wars— 

28. and this is war.  Life is pleasant, but it can be war.  People who have been in  

29. wars, even the most successful of them, leave themselves open to great criticism  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PlT9fAkj0XU
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30. from the many that they have beaten and those that have watched the battles.  

31. The fact is, this theory of a very successful person running for office is rarely  

32. tested because most successful people don't want to be scrutinized or abused.   

33. And that's what happens.  If you see it, that's what happens.  And this is why we  

34. don't have the kind of people that we should have running for office.  

35. Unfortunately however, this is the kind of person that the country needs, and 

36.  they need it now.  We don't have time to wait 25 years and get the right—  This  

37. country is in serious trouble.  We need it now. Our current president came out of  

38. nowhere, came out of nowhere.  In fact I'll go a step further.  The people who  

39. went to school with him, they never save him; they don't know who he is Crazy.  

40. With no track record, and I will tell you, he's got nothing to criticize—you've got  

41. no record, you can't be criticized.  Wonderful guy, he's a nice man, but there was  

42. no record, nothing to criticize. He didn't go in wars, he didn't go in battles, he  

43. didn't beat this one, that one, have enemies all over the place.  Nobody knew 

44.  who the hell he was. He's now our president; he's our president.But he is our  

45. president. Business Week magazine, which is now Bloomberg Business, said in a  

46. vote of its readers that Donald Trump was the world's most competitive  

47. businessperson.  I don't know if that's true or not, but that's what the readers 

said,  

48. with Bill Gates number two and Warren Buffett number three.  Steve Forbes  

49. stated that I was one of the greatest entrepreneurs in the history of free trade. 

50.  That's an important word, free trade.  Because we don't have free trade.  

51. We don't have free trade.  We don't have fair trade, and I'm a fair trade  

52. believer.  I love open markets, but not when China's manipulating their  

53. currency.  Not when all of these other factors are taking place. Thank you. 

54. And I can tell you, I'm a big buyer of products.  I build buildings and other 

55. things.  And so many of those products unfortunately come from China, and  

56. other countries, but we are re-building China.  We're rebuilding China.  You go  

57. to China right now, they're building the biggest airports in the world, the greatest  

58. airports, the best everything.  And they're doing it because we buy so much of 

59.  their product.  And the reason we buy their product is because their currency is  

60. so low and they have it artificially so low that it makes it almost impossible for  

61. our companies to compete.  Now I'll tell you the one thing that's very  

62. important.  Our companies make a better product.  That's very important to  
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63. know.  We make a better product. So with Steve Forbes, and with the Business  

64. Week statement, considering the shape the United States is in right now, we  

65. need a competitive person, we need a highly competent person or we're going to 

66.  have very, very serious trouble very quickly. I've said on numerous occasions  

67. that we should watch China and OPEC because, by the way, worse than China,  

68. worse than everyone—OPEC.  They are truly ripping us.  And you know, I  

69. wrote it down, coming over here today.  One of  

70. my people in the car said, oh my gosh look at that—  He actually didn't use the  

71.  word gosh, but I'm going to use it.  Four dollars and fifty four cents a  

72. gallon for gas.  Right on the sticker.  4.54 for gas.  It's going to go much higher,  

73. folks; get used to it.  Because we have nobody that calls up OPEC—and they're  

74. only there because of us;  we protect them.  We have nobody that calls up OPEC  

75. and say that price better get lower, and it better get lower fast.  We have nobody  

76. that does that. They have a free rein, they have a free rein and it's amazing.  You  

77. know the other day there was a small leak in the Alaska pipeline.  I said watch,  

78. OPEC will announce an increase.  They did.  Just a small leak.  Lasted like half  

79. A day.  They announced an increase.  Any time there's a problem.  Now  

80. Egypt.  They had the whole situation in Egypt, people in the square, OPEC  

81. announced increase.  There was a—  Any time there's a little problem, they  

82. announce, and nobody says anything.  Nobody says it's unwarranted.  Anyway,  

83. so you have to watch OPEC.  You have to tell OPEC, folks those prices are  

84. coming down, and they're coming down fast.  And we're not going to be paying  

85. 7 and 8 and 9 dollars, which believe me in a year or two from now, you're going  

86. to be paying that, as sure as you're sitting there because we have nobody to  

87. speak to them.  How about this?  This morning I'm leaving New York, and  

88. Germany is buying the New York Stock Exchange.  Can you believe it?  I  

89. thought it was kidding.  I said is this April Fool's Day.  Germany, a major  

90. company in Germany is buying the New York Stock Exchange. 

91. How about the Somali pirates?  Now you know that doesn't really pertain to  

92. us.  How simple would that be if we had a good admiral.  Give me one good  

93. admiral and a couple of good ships.  We'd blast them out of the water so fast.  

94. So I have a reputation for telling it like it is, I'm known for my candor, I've had a  

95. lot of great victories, and I may be willing to put that to work.  I mean I wish  

96. that frankly I wish there was a candidate that I saw that would be fantastic,  
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97. because I love what I'm doing.  In fact I have a great club that's 15 minutes  

98. away.By the way Ron Paul cannot get elected.  I'm sorry to tell you. Sorry. And  

99. you know what else?  I like Ron Paul.  I think he's a good guy, but honestly he  

100. has just zero chance of getting elected.  You have to win an election. And  

101. I can tell you this.  If I run and if I win, this country will be respected  

102. again.  This country will be respected  

103. again.  I can tell you that. I graduated from the Wharton School of  

104. Finance, which is the best business school, in my opinion, but I  

105. graduated from the Wharton School of Finance as well as military 

106. military school.  Both of those educational backgrounds have 

107. come into play to shape my personal and business relationship with what  

108. I do, who I do it with.  There are tactics and strategies  involved in any  

109. form of leadership, and I'm well acquainted with both.  I am also well 

110. acquainted with winning, and that's what this country needs now:  

111. winning. 

112.  Just very briefly, I'm pro-life. I'm against gun control. I  

113. agree with your previous speaker.  And I will fight to end Obamacare and  

114. replace it—replace it with something that makes sense for people in  

115. business and not bankrupt the country.  If I decide to run, I will not be  

116. raising taxes.We'll be taking in hundreds of billions of dollars from other  

117. countries that are screwing us. We'll be creating vast numbers of  

118. productive jobs. Thank you very much.  And we'll rebuild our country so  

119. that we can be proud.  Our country will be great again.  Thank you very  

120. much; it's an honor.  

 

Anexo 2: Transcripción Discurso anuncio candidatura elecciones 

presidenciales 2016 

Fuente: You Tube: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SpMJx0-HyOM 

 

1. Wow. Wow. That is some group of people. Thousands. 

2. So nice, thank you very much. That's really nice. Thank you. It's great to be at  

3. Trump Tower. It's great to be in a wonderful city, New York. And it's an honor  

4. to have everybody here. This is beyond anybody's expectations. There's been no 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SpMJx0-HyOM
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5.  crowd like this. 

6. And, I can tell, some of the candidates, they went in. They didn't know the air- 

7. conditioner didn't work. They sweated like dogs. 

8. They didn't know the room was too big, because they didn't have anybody there.  

9. How are they going to beat ISIS? I don't think it's gonna happen. 

10. Our country is in serious trouble. We don't have victories anymore. We used to  

11. have victories, but we don't have them. When was the last time anybody saw us 

12.  beating, let's say, China in a trade deal? They kill us. I beat China all the time.  

13. All the time. 

14. When did we beat Japan at anything? They send their cars over by the millions 

15. , and what do we do? When was the last time you saw a Chevrolet in Tokyo? It  

16. doesn't exist, folks. They beat us all the time. 

17. When do we beat Mexico at the border? They're laughing at us, at our stupidity.  

18. And now they are beating us economically. They are not our friend, believe 

19.  me. But they're killing us economically. 

20. The U.S. has become a dumping ground for everybody else's problems. 

21. Thank you. It's true, and these are the best and the finest. When Mexico sends its  

22. people, they're not sending their best. They're not sending you. They're not  

23. sending you. They're sending people that have lots of problems, and they're  

24. bringing those problems with us. They're bringing drugs. They're bringing  

25. crime. They're rapists. And some, I assume, are good people. 

26. But I speak to border guards and they tell us what we're getting. And it only  

27. makes common sense. It only makes common sense. They're sending us not the  

28. right people. 

29. It's coming from more than Mexico. It's coming from all over South and Latin  

30. America, and it's coming probably— probably— from the Middle East. But we  

31. don't know. Because we have no protection and we have no competence, we 

32.  don't know what's happening. And it's got to stop and it's got to stop fast. 

33. Islamic terrorism is eating up large portions of the Middle East. They've become  

34. rich. I'm in competition with them. 

35. They just built a hotel in Syria. Can you believe this? They built a hotel. When I  

36. have to build a hotel, I pay interest. They don't have to pay interest, because they  

37. took the oil that, when we left Iraq, I said we should've taken. 

38. So now ISIS has the oil, and what they don't have, Iran has. And in 19— and I  
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39. will tell you this, and I said it very strongly, years ago, I said— and I love the  

40. military, and I want to have the strongest military that we've ever had, and we  

41. need it more now than ever. But I said, "Don't hit Iraq," because you're going to  

42. totally destabilize the Middle East. Iran is going to take over the Middle East,  

43. Iran and somebody else will get the oil, and it turned out that Iran is now taking  

44. over Iraq. Think of it. Iran is taking over Iraq, and they're taking it over big  

45. league. 

46. We spent $2 trillion in Iraq, $2 trillion. We lost thousands of lives, thousands in  

47. Iraq. We have wounded soldiers, who I love, I love -- they're great -- all over the  

48. place, thousands and thousands of wounded soldiers. 

49. And we have nothing. We can't even go there. We have nothing. And every time  

50. we give Iraq equipment, the first time a bullet goes off in the air, they leave it. 

51. Last week, I read 2,300 Humvees— these are big vehicles— were left behind for  

52. the enemy. 2,000? You would say maybe two, maybe four? 2,300 sophisticated  

53. vehicles, they ran, and the enemy took them. 

54. Last quarter, it was just announced our gross domestic product— a sign of  

55. strength, right? But not for us. It was below zero. Whoever heard of this? It's  

56. never below zero. 

57. Our labor participation rate was the worst since 1978. But think of it, GDP  

58. below zero, horrible labor participation rate. 

59. And our real unemployment is anywhere from 18 to 20 percent. Don't believe  

60. the 5.6. Don't believe it. 

61. That's right. A lot of people up there can't get jobs. They can't get jobs, because  

62. there are no jobs, because China has our jobs and Mexico has our jobs. They all  

63. have jobs. 

64. But the real number, the real number is anywhere from 18 to 19 and maybe even  

65. 21 percent, and nobody talks about it, because it's a statistic that's full of  

66. nonsense. 

67. Our enemies are getting stronger and stronger by the way, and we as a 

68.  country are getting weaker. Even our nuclear arsenal doesn't work. 

69. It came out recently they have equipment that is 30 years old. They don't know  

70. if it worked. And I thought it was horrible when it was broadcast on television,  

71. because boy, does that send signals to Putin and all of the other people that look  

72. at us and they say, "That is a group of people, and that is a nation that truly has  
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73. no clue. They don't know what they're doing. They don't know what they're  

74. doing." 

75. We have a disaster called the big lie: Obamacare. Obamacare. 

76. Yesterday, it came out that costs are going for people up 29, 39, 49, and even 55  

77. percent, and deductibles are through the roof. You have to be hit by a tractor,  

78. literally, a tractor, to use it, because the deductibles are so high, it's virtually  

79. useless. It's virtually useless. It is a disaster. 

80. And remember the $5 billion website? $5 billion we spent on a website, and to  

81. this day it doesn't work. A $5 billion website. 

82. I have so many websites, I have them all over the place. I hire people, they do a  

83. website. It costs me $3. $5 billion website. 

84. Well, you need somebody, because politicians are all talk, no action. Nothing's  

85. gonna get done. They will not bring us— believe me— to the promised land.  

86. They will not. 

87. As an example, I've been on the circuit making speeches, and I hear my fellow  

88. Republicans. And they're wonderful people. I like them. They all want me to  

89. support them. They don't know how to bring it about. They come up to my  

90. office. I'm meeting with three of them in the next week. And they don't know—  

91. "Are you running? Are you not running? Could we have your support? What do  

92. we do? How do we do it?" 

93. I like them. And I hear their speeches. And they don't talk jobs and they don't  

94. talk China. When was the last time you heard China is killing us? They're 

devaluing their currency to a level that you wouldn't believe. It makes it  

95. impossible for our companies to compete, impossible. They're killing us. 

96. But you don't hear that from anybody else. You don't hear it from anybody else.  

97. And I watch the speeches. 

98. I watch the speeches of these people, and they say the sun will rise, the moon  

99. will set, all sorts of wonderful things will happen. And people are saying,  

100. "What's going on? I just want a job. Just get me a job. I don't need the  

101. rhetoric. I want a job." 

102. And that's what's happening. And it's going to get worse, because  

103. remember, Obamacare really kicks in in '16, 2016. Obama is going to be  

104. out playing golf. He might be on one of my courses. I would invite him, I  

105. actually would say. I have the best courses in the world, so I'd say, you  
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106. what, if he wants to— I have one right next to the White House, right on  

107. the Potomac. If he'd like to play, that's fine. 

108. In fact, I'd love him to leave early and play, that would be a very good  

109. thing. 

110. But Obamacare kicks in 2016. Really big league. It is going to be  

111. amazingly destructive. Doctors are quitting. I have a friend who's a  

112. doctor, and he said to me the other day, "Donald, I never saw anything  

113. like it. I have more accountants than I have nurses. It's a disaster. My  

114. patients are beside themselves. They had a plan that was good. They have  

115. no plan now." 

116. We have to repeal Obamacare, and it can be— and— and it can be  

117. replaced with something much better for everybody. Let it be for  

118. everybody. But much better and much less expensive for people and for  

119. the government. And we can do it. 

120. So I've watched the politicians. I've dealt with them all my life. If you  

121. can't make a good deal with a politician, then there's something wrong  

122. with you. You're certainly not very good. And that's what we have  

123. representing us. They will never make America great again. They don't  

124. even have a chance. They're controlled fully— they're controlled fully by  

125. the lobbyists, by the donors, and by the special interests, fully. 

126. Yes, they control them. Hey, I have lobbyists. I have to tell you. I have  

127. lobbyists that can produce anything for me. They're great. But you know 

128.  what? it won't happen. It won't happen. Because we have to stop doing  

129. things for some people, but for this country, it's destroying our country.  

130. We have to stop, and it has to stop now. 

131. Now, our country needs— our country needs a truly great leader, and we  

132. need a truly great leader now. We need a leader that wrote "The Art of  

133. the Deal." 

134. We need a leader that can bring back our jobs, can bring back our  

135. manufacturing, can bring back our military, can take care of our vets. 

Our  

136. vets have been abandoned. 

137. And we also need a cheerleader. 

138. You know, when President Obama was elected, I said, "Well, the one  
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139. thing, I think he'll do well. I think he'll be a great cheerleader for the  

140. country. I think he'd be a great spirit." 

141. He was vibrant. He was young. I really thought that he would be a great  

142. cheerleader. 

143. He's not a leader. That's true. You're right about that. 

144. But he wasn't a cheerleader. He's actually a negative force. He's been a 

145.  negative force. He wasn't a cheerleader; he was the opposite. 

146. We need somebody that can take the brand of the United States and make  

147. it great again. It's not great again. 

148. We need— we need somebody— we need somebody that literally will  

149. take this country and make it great again. We can do that. 

150. And, I will tell you, I love my life. I have a wonderful family. They're  

151. saying, "Dad, you're going to do something that's going to be so tough." 

152. You know, all of my life, I've heard that a truly successful person, a  

153. really, really successful person and even modestly successful cannot run  

154. for public office. Just can't happen. And yet that's the kind of mindset  

155. that you need to make this country great again. 

156. So ladies and gentlemen...I am officially running... for president of the  

157. United States, and we are going to make our country great again. 

158. It can happen. Our country has tremendous potential. We have 

159.  tremendous people. 

160. We have people that aren't working. We have people that have no  

161. incentive to work. But they're going to have incentive to work, because  

162. the greatest social program is a job. And they'll be proud, and they'll love  

163. it, and they'll make much more than they would've ever made, and they'll  

164. be— they'll be doing so well, and we're going to be thriving as a country,  

165. thriving. It can happen. 

166. I will be the greatest jobs president that God ever created. I tell you  

167. that. 

168. I'll bring back our jobs from China, from Mexico, from Japan, from so  

169. many places. I'll bring back our jobs, and I'll bring back our money. 

170. Right now, think of this: We owe China $1.3 trillion. We owe Japan  

171. more than that. So they come in, they take our jobs, they take our money,  

172. and then they loan us back the money, and we pay them in interest, and  
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173. then the dollar goes up so their deal's even better. 

174. How stupid are our leaders? How stupid are these politicians to allow  

175. this to happen? How stupid are they? 

176. I'm going to tell you— thank you. I'm going to tell you a couple of 

stories  

177. about trade, because I'm totally against the trade bill for a number of  

178. reasons. 

179. Number one, the people negotiating don't have a clue. Our president  

180. doesn't have a clue. He's a bad negotiator. 

181. He's the one that did Bergdahl. We get Bergdahl, they get five killer  

182. terrorists that everybody wanted over there. 

183. We get Bergdahl. We get a traitor. We get a no-good traitor, and they get  

184. the five people that they wanted for years, and those people are now back  

185. on the battlefield trying to kill us. That's the negotiator we have. 

186. Take a look at the deal he's making with Iran. He makes that deal, Israel  

187. maybe won't exist very long. It's a disaster, and we have to protect  

188. Israel.  

189. But... 

190. So we need people— I'm a free trader. But the problem with free trade  

191. is you need really talented people to negotiate for you. If you don't have  

192. talented people, if you don't have great leadership, if you don't have  

193. people that know business, not just a political hack that got the job  

194. because he made a contribution to a campaign, which is the way all jobs,  

195. just about, are gotten, free trade terrible. 

196. Free trade can be wonderful if you have smart people, but we have  

197. people that are stupid. We have people that aren't smart. And we have  

198. people that are controlled by special interests. And it's just not going to  

199. work. 

200. So, here's a couple of stories happened recently. A friend of mine is a  

201. great manufacturer. And, you know, China comes over and they dump all  

202. their stuff, and I buy it. I buy it, because, frankly, I have an obligation to 

203.  buy it, because they devalue their currency so brilliantly, they just did it 

204.  recently, and nobody thought they could do it again. 

205. But with all our problems with Russia, with all our problems with  
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206. everything— everything, they got away with it again. And it's impossible  

207. for our people here to compete. 

208. So I want to tell you this story. A friend of mine who's a great  

209. manufacturer, calls me up a few weeks ago. He's very upset. I said,  

210. "What's your problem?" 

211. He said, "You know, I make great product." 

212. And I said, "I know. I know that because I buy the product." 

213. He said, "I can't get it into China. They won't accept it. I sent a boat over  

214. and they actually sent it back. They talked about environmental, they  

215. talked about all sorts of crap that had nothing to do with it." 

216. I said, "Oh, wait a minute, that's terrible. Does anyone know this?" 

217. He said, "Yeah, they do it all the time with other people." 

218. I said, "They send it back?" 

219. "Yeah. So I finally got it over there and they charged me a big tariff.  

220. They're not supposed to be doing that. I told them." 

221. Now, they do charge you tariff on trucks, when we send trucks and other  

222. things over there. 

223. Ask Boeing. They wanted Boeing's secrets. They wanted their patents  

224. and all their secrets before they agreed to buy planes from Boeing. 

225. Hey, I'm not saying they're stupid. I like China. I sell apartments for— I  

226. just sold an apartment for $15 million to somebody from China. Am I  

227. supposed to dislike them? I own a big chunk of the Bank of America  

228. Building at 1290 Avenue of the Americas, that I got from China in a war.  

229. Very valuable. 

230. I love China. The biggest bank in the world is from China. You know  

231. where their United States headquarters is located? In this building, in  

232. Trump Tower. I love China. People say, "Oh, you don't like China?" 

233. No, I love them. But their leaders are much smarter than our leaders, and  

234. we can't sustain ourself with that. There's too much— it's like— it's like  

235. take the New England Patriots and Tom Brady and have them play your  

236. high school football team. That's the difference between China's leaders  

237. and our leaders. 

238. They are ripping us. We are rebuilding China. We're rebuilding many  

239. countries. China, you go there now, roads, bridges, schools, you never  
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240. saw anything like it. They have bridges that make the George  

241. Washington Bridge look like small potatoes. And they're all over the  

242. place. 

243. We have all the cards, but we don't know how to use them. We don't  

244. even know that we have the cards, because our leaders don't understand  

245. the game. We could turn off that spigot by charging them tax until they  

246. behave properly. 

247. Now they're going militarily. They're building a military island in the  

248. middle of the South China sea. A military island. Now, our country could  

249. never do that because we'd have to get environmental clearance, and the  

250. environmentalist wouldn't let our country— we would never build in an  

251. ocean. They built it in about one year, this massive military port. 

252. They're building up their military to a point that is very scary. You have a  

253. problem with ISIS. You have a bigger problem with China. 

254. And, in my opinion, the new China, believe it or not, in terms of trade, is 

255.  Mexico. 

256. So this man tells me about the manufacturing. I say, "That's a terrible  

257. story. I hate to hear it." 

258. But I have another one, Ford. 

259. So Mexico takes a company, a car company that was going to build in  

260. Tennessee, rips it out. Everybody thought the deal was dead. Reported it  

261. in the Wall Street Journal recently. Everybody thought it was a done  

262. deal. It's going in and that's going to be it, going into Tennessee. Great  

263. state, great people. 

264. All of a sudden, at the last moment, this big car manufacturer, foreign,  

265. announces they're not going to Tennessee. They're gonna spend their $1  

266. billion in Mexico instead. Not good. 

267. Now, Ford announces a few weeks ago that Ford is going to build a $2.5  

268. billion car and truck and parts manufacturing plant in Mexico. $2.5  

269. billion, it's going to be one of the largest in the world. Ford. Good  

270. company. 

271. So I announced that I'm running for president. I would... 

272. ... one of the early things I would do, probably before I even got in— and  

273. I wouldn't even use— you know, I have— I know the smartest  
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274. negotiators in the world. I know the good ones. I know the bad ones. I  

275. know the overrated ones. 

276. You get a lot of them that are overrated. They're not good. They think  

277. they are. They get good stories, because the newspapers get buffaloed.  

278. But they're not good. 

279. But I know the negotiators in the world, and I put them one for each  

280. country. Believe me, folks. We will do very, very well, very, very well. 

281. But I wouldn't even waste my time with this one. I would call up the head  

282. of Ford, who I know. If I was president, I'd say, "Congratulations. I  

283. understand that you're building a nice $2.5 billion car factory in Mexico  

284. and that you're going to take your cars and sell them to the United States  

285. zero tax, just flow them across the border." 

286. And you say to yourself, "How does that help us," right? "How does that  

287. help us? Where is that good"? It's not. 

288. So I would say, "Congratulations. That's the good news. Let me give you  

289. the bad news. Every car and every truck and every part manufactured in  

290. this plant that comes across the border, we're going to charge you a 35- 

291. percent tax, and that tax is going to be paid simultaneously with the  

292. transaction, and that's it. 

293. Now, here's what is going to happen. If it's not me in the position, it's one 

294.  of these politicians that we're running against, you know, the 400 people  

295. that we're (inaudible). And here's what's going to happen. They're not so  

296. stupid. They know it's not a good thing, and they may even be upset by 

it.  

297. But then they're going to get a call from the donors or probably from the  

298. lobbyist for Ford and say, "You can't do that to Ford, because Ford takes  

299. care of me and I take care of you, and you can't do that to Ford." 

300. And guess what? No problem. They're going to build in Mexico. They're  

301. going to take away thousands of jobs. It's very bad for us. 

302. So under President Trump, here's what would happen: 

303. The head of Ford will call me back, I would say within an hour after I  

304. told them the bad news. But it could be he'd want to be cool, and he'll  

305. wait until the next day. You know, they want to be a little cool. 

306. And he'll say, "Please, please, please." He'll beg for a little while, and I'll  
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307. say, "No interest." Then he'll call all sorts of political people, and I'll say,  

308. "Sorry, fellas. No interest," because I don't need anybody's money. It's  

309. nice. I don't need anybody's money. 

310. I'm using my own money. I'm not using the lobbyists. I'm not using  

311. donors. I don't care. I'm really rich. I (inaudible). 

312. And by the way, I'm not even saying that's the kind of mindset, that's the  

313. kind of thinking you need for this country. 

314. So— because we got to make the country rich. 

315. It sounds crass. Somebody said, "Oh, that's crass." It's not crass. 

316. We got $18 trillion in debt. We got nothing but problems. 

317. We got a military that needs equipment all over the place. We got nuclear  

318. weapons that are obsolete. 

319. We've got nothing. We've got Social Security that's going to be destroyed  

320. if somebody like me doesn't bring money into the country. All these  

321. other people want to cut the hell out of it. I'm not going to cut it at all; I'm  

322. going to bring money in, and we're going to save it. 

323. But here's what's going to happen: 

324. After I'm called by 30 friends of mine who contributed to different  

325. campaigns, after I'm called by all of the special interests and by the— the  

326. donors and by the lobbyists— and they have zero chance at convincing  

327. me, zero— I'll get a call the next day from the head of Ford. He'll say.  

328. "Please reconsider," I'll say no. 

329. He'll say, "Mr. President, we've decided to move the plant back to the  

330. United States, and we're not going to build it in Mexico." That's it. They  

331. have no choice. They have no choice. 

332. There are hundreds of things like that. I'll give you another example. 

333. Saudi Arabia, they make $1 billion a day. $1 billion a day. I love the  

334. Saudis. Many are in this building. They make a billion dollars a day.  

335. Whenever they have problems, we send over the ships. We say "we're  

336. gonna protect." What are we doing? They've got nothing but money. 

337. If the right person asked them, they'd pay a fortune. They wouldn't be  

338. there except for us. 

339. And believe me, you look at the border with Yemen. You remember  

340. Obama a year ago, Yemen was a great victory. Two weeks later, the  
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341. place was blown up. Everybody got out— and they kept our equipment. 

342. They always keep our equipment. We ought to send used equipment,  

343. right? They always keep our equipment. We ought to send some real  

344. junk, because, frankly, it would be— we ought to send our surplus. We're  

345. always losing this gorgeous brand-new stuff. 

346. But look at that border with Saudi Arabia. Do you really think that these  

347. people are interested in Yemen? Saudi Arabia without us is gone. They're  

348. gone. 

349. And I'm the one that made all of the right predictions about Iraq. You  

350. know, all of these politicians that I'm running against now— it's so nice  

351. to say I'm running as opposed to if I run, if I run. I'm running. 

352. But all of these politicians that I'm running against now, they're trying to  

353. disassociate. I mean, you looked at Bush, it took him five days to answer  

354. the question on Iraq. He couldn't answer the question. He didn't know. I  

355. said, "Is he intelligent?" 

356. Then I looked at Rubio. He was unable to answer the question, is Iraq a  

357. good thing or bad thing? He didn't know. He couldn't answer the  

358. question. 

359. How are these people gonna lead us? How are we gonna— how are we  

360. gonna go back and make it great again? We can't. They don't have a clue. 

361.  They can't lead us. They can't. They can't even answer simple questions. 

362.  It was terrible. 

363. But Saudi Arabia is in big, big trouble. Now, thanks to fracking and  

364. other things, the oil is all over the place. And I used to say it, there are  

365. ships at sea, and this was during the worst crisis, that were loaded up  

366. with oil, and the cartel kept the price up, because, again, they were  

367. smarter than our leaders. They were smarter than our leaders. 

368. There is so much wealth out there that can make our country so rich  

369. again, and therefore make it great again. Because we need money. We're  

370. dying. We're dying. We need money. We have to do it. And we need the  

371. right people. 

372. So Ford will come back. They'll all come back. And I will say this, this is  

373. going to be an election, in my opinion, that's based on competence. 

374. Somebody said -- thank you, darlin'. 
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375. Somebody said to me the other day, a reporter, a very nice reporter, "But,  

376. Mr. Trump, you're not a nice person." 

377. That's true. But actually I am. I think I am a nice person. People that  

378. know me, like me. Does my family like me? I think so, right. Look at my  

379. family. I'm proud of my family. 

380. By the way, speaking of my family, Melania, Barron, Kai, Donnie, Don,  

381. Vanessa, Tiffany, Evanka did a great job. Did she do a great job? 

382. Great. Jared, Laura and Eric, I'm very proud of my family. They're a  

383. great family. 

384. So the reporter said to me the other day, "But, Mr. Trump, you're not a  

385. nice person. How can you get people to vote for you?" 

386. I said, "I don't know." I said, "I think that number one, I am a nice  

387. person. I give a lot of money away to charities and other things. I think  

388. I'm actually a very nice person." 

389. But, I said, "This is going to be an election that's based on competence,  

390. because people are tired of these nice people. And they're tired of being  

391. ripped off by everybody in the world. And they're tired of spending more  

392. money on education than any nation in the world per capita, than any  

393. nation in the world, and we are 26th in the world, 25 countries are better  

394. than us in education. And some of them are like third world countries.  

395. But we're becoming a third word country, because of our infrastructure,  

396. our airports, our roads, everything. So one of the things I did, and I said,  

397. you know what I'll do. I'll do it. Because a lot of people said, "He'll never  

398. run. Number one, he won't want to give up his lifestyle." 

399. They're right about that, but I'm doing it. 

400. Number two, I'm a private company, so nobody knows what I'm worth.  

401. And the one thing is that when you run, you have to announce and certify  

402. to all sorts of governmental authorities your net worth. 

403. So I said, "That's OK." I'm proud of my net worth. I've done an amazing  

404. job. 

405. I started off— thank you— I started off in a small office with my father  

406. in Brooklyn and Queens, and my father said -- and I love my father. I  

407. learned so much. He was a great negotiator. I learned so much just sitting  

408. at his feet playing with blocks listening to him negotiate with  
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409. subcontractors. But I learned a lot. 

410. But he used to say, "Donald, don't go into Manhattan. That's the big  

411. leagues. We don't know anything about that. Don't do it." 

412. I said, "I gotta go into Manhattan. I gotta build those big buildings. I  

413. gotta do it, Dad. I've gotta do it." 

414. And after four or five years in Brooklyn, I ventured into Manhattan and  

415. did a lot of great deals— the Grand Hyatt Hotel. I was responsible for the  

416. convention center on the west side. I did a lot of great deals, and I did  

417. them early and young. And now I'm building all over the world, and I  

418. love what I'm doing. 

419. But they all said, a lot of the pundits on television, "Well, Donald will  

420. never run, and one of the main reasons is he's private and he's probably  

421. not as successful as everybody thinks." 

422. So I said to myself, you know, nobody's ever going to know unless I run,  

423. because I'm really proud of my success. I really am. 

424. I've employed— I've employed tens of thousands of people over my  

425. lifetime. That means medical. That means education. That means  

426. everything. 

427. So a large accounting firm and my accountants have been working for  

428. months, because it's big and complex, and they've put together a  

429. statement, a financial statement, just a summary. But everything will be  

430. filed eventually with the government, and we don't [use] extensions or  

431. anything. We'll be filing it right on time. We don't need anything. 

432. And it was even reported incorrectly yesterday, because they said, "He  

433. had assets of $9 billion." So I said, "No, that's the wrong number. That's  

434. the wrong number. Not assets." 

435. So they put together this. And before I say it, I have to say this. I made it  

436. the old-fashioned way. It's real estate. You know, it's real estate. 

437. It's labor, and it's unions good and some bad and lots of people that aren't  

438. in unions, and it's all over the place and building all over the world. 

439. And I have assets— big accounting firm, one of the most highly  

440. respected— 9 billion 240 million dollars. 

441. And I have liabilities of about $500 million. That's long-term debt, very  

442. low interest rates. 
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443. In fact, one of the big banks came to me and said, "Donald, you don't  

444. have enough borrowings. Could we loan you $4 billion"? I said, "I don't  

445. need it.  

446. I don't want it. And I've been there. I don't want it." 

447. But in two seconds, they give me whatever I wanted. So I have a total net  

448. worth, and now with the increase, it'll be well-over $10 billion. But here,  

449. a total net worth of—net worth, not assets, not— a net worth, after all  

450. debt, after all expenses, the greatest assets— Trump Tower, 1290 

Avenue  

451. of the Americas, Bank of America building in San Francisco, 40 Wall  

452. Street, sometimes referred to as the Trump building right opposite the  

453. New York— many other places all over the world. 

454. So the total is $8,737,540,00. 

455. Now I'm not doing that... 

456. I'm not doing that to brag, because you know what? I don't have to brag.  

457. I don't have to, believe it or not. 

458. I'm doing that to say that that's the kind of thinking our country needs.  

459. We need that thinking. We have the opposite thinking. 

460. We have losers. We have losers. We have people that don't have it. We  

461. have people that are morally corrupt. We have people that are selling 

462.  this country down the drain. 

463. So I put together this statement, and the only reason I'm telling you about  

464. it today is because we really do have to get going, because if we have  

465. another three or four years— you know, we're at $8 trillion now. We're  

466. soon going to be at $20 trillion. 

467. According to the economists— who I'm not big believers in, but,  

468. nevertheless, this is what they're saying— that $24 trillion— we're very  

469. close— that's the point of no return. $24 trillion. We will be there soon.  

470. That's when we become Greece. That's when we become a country that's  

471. unsalvageable. And we're gonna be there very soon. We're gonna be 

472.  there very soon.So, just to sum up, I would do various things very  

473. quickly. I would repeal and replace the big lie, Obamacare. 

474. I would build a great wall, and nobody builds walls better than me,  

475. believe me, and I'll build them very inexpensively, I will build a great,  
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476. great wall on our southern border. And I will have Mexico pay for that  

477. wall. Marks my words. 

478. Nobody would be tougher on ISIS than Donald Trump. Nobody. 

479. I will find -- within our military, I will find the General Patton or I will  

480. find General MacArthur, I will find the right guy. I will find the guy  

481. that's going to take that military and make it really work. Nobody,  

482. nobody will be pushing us around. 

483. I will stop Iran from getting nuclear weapons. And we won't be using a  

484. man like Secretary Kerry that has absolutely no concept of negotiation,  

485. who's making a horrible and laughable deal, who's just being tapped  

486. along as  they make weapons right now, and then goes into a bicycle race 

487.  at 72 years old, and falls and breaks his leg. I won't be doing that. And I  

488. promise I will never be in a bicycle race. That I can tell you. 

489. I will immediately terminate President Obama's illegal executive  

490. order on immigration, immediately. 

491. Fully support and back up the Second Amendment. 

492. Now, it's very interesting. Today I heard it. Through stupidity, in a very,  

493. very hard core prison, interestingly named Clinton, two vicious  

494. murderers, two vicious people escaped, and nobody knows where they  

495. are. And a woman was on television this morning, and she said, "You  

496. know, Mr. Trump," and she was telling other people, and I actually 

called 

497.  her, and she said, "You know, Mr. Trump, I always was against guns. I  

498. didn't want guns. And now since this happened"— it's up in the prison 

499.  area— "my husband and I are finally in agreement, because he wanted  

500. the guns. We now have a gun on every table. We're ready to start  

501. shooting." 

502. I said, "Very interesting." 

503. So protect the Second Amendment. 

504. End— end Common Core. Common Core should— it is a disaster. Bush  

505. is totally in favor of Common Core. I don't see how he can possibly get  

506. the nomination. He's weak on immigration. He's in favor of Common  

507. Core. How the hell can you vote for this guy? You just can't do it. We  

508. have to end education has to be local. 
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509. Rebuild the country's infrastructure. 

510. Nobody can do that like me. Believe me. It will be done on time, on  

511. budget, way below cost, way below what anyone ever thought. 

512. I look at the roads being built all over the country, and I say I can build  

513. those things for one-third. What they do is unbelievable, how bad. 

514. You know, we're building on Pennsylvania Avenue, the Old Post Office,  

515. we're converting it into one of the world's great hotels. It's gonna be the  

516. best hotel in Washington, D.C. We got it from the General Services  

517. Administration in Washington. The Obama administration. We got it. It  

518. was the most highly sought after— or one of them, but I think the most  

519. highly sought after project in the history of General Services. We got it.  

520. People were shocked, Trump got it. 

521. Well, I got it for two reasons. Number one, we're really good. Number  

522. two, we had a really good plan. And I'll add in the third, we had a great  

523. financial statement. Because the General Services, who are terrific  

524. people, by the way, and talented people, they wanted to do a great job.  

525. And they wanted to make sure it got built. 

526. So we have to rebuild our infrastructure, our bridges, our roadways, our  

527. airports. You come into La Guardia Airport, it's like we're in a third  

528. world country. You look at the patches and the 40-year-old floor. They  

529. throw down asphalt, and they throw. 

530. You look at these airports, we are like a third world country. And I come  

531. in from China and I come in from Qatar and I come in from different  

532. places, and they have the most incredible airports in the world. You come  

533. to back to this country and you have LAX, disaster. You have all of these  

534. disastrous airports. We have to rebuild our infrastructure. 

535. Save Medicare, Medicaid and Social Security without cuts. Have to do it. 

536. Get rid of the fraud. Get rid of the waste and abuse, but save it. People  

537. have been paying it for years. And now many of these candidates want to  

538. cut it. You save it by making the United States, by making us rich again,  

539. by taking back all of the money that's being lost. 

540. Renegotiate our foreign trade deals. 

541. Reduce our $18 trillion in debt, because, believe me, we're in a bubble.  

542. We have artificially low interest rates. We have a stock market that,  
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543. frankly, has been good to me, but I still hate to see what's happening. We  

544. have a stock market that is so bloated. 

545. Be careful of a bubble because what you've seen in the past might be  

546. small potatoes compared to what happens. So be very, very careful. 

547. And strengthen our military and take care of our vets. So, so important. 

548. Sadly, the American dream is dead. 

549. But if I get elected president I will bring it back bigger and better and  

550. stronger than ever before, and we will make America great again. 

551. Thank you. Thank you very much. 

 

 

Anexo 3: Transcripción mitin Mount Pleasant, California del Sur 

Fuente: You Tube: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q-3WBVB0_Tw 

 

1. Wow. Thank you. Thank you so much. Thank you. 

  2. We start by paying our great respects to Pearl Harbor.  

 3. We don’t want that stuff. We don’t want World Trade Centers. We don’t  

4. want that ever happen to us again. It’s not going to happen to us again.  

  

 5. So I want to thank everybody for being here. It’s a great honor.  

 6. They have thousands of people outside and sometimes they’ll say “Would  

7. you like to wait about an hour until they all come in?” But we can’t get them 

8.  in anyways so what difference there. We all got lucky. We’re together  

9. tonight. Thank you.  

 10. So we have a lot of big news today. To me, very big was CNN just came out  

11. with a new poll about an hour ago and Iowa; great, great state  

12. ; and in Iowa, Trump 33%. Beating everybody by a lot. You have  

13. Cruz at 20% and Carson at 16% and going down and Rubio at 11% and Bush  

14. at 4%. But it’s Trump at 33%. It just came out. It’s Iowa; we love  

15. Iowa. By the way, great ship named after Iowa too. I’ve been on that one too.  

16. A really great one. 

 .  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q-3WBVB0_Tw
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 17. The other big poll that came out just two days ago was the national poll. 

18.  Trump 36% and then I won’t even mention the other numbers because  

19. they’re so low.  

 20. You know, when you have so many people running; we had 17 and  

21. then they started to drop. Bing. Bing. I love it. I love it. And you’ll be losing  

22. a lot over the next little while. I would imagine. I don’t know. When  

23. somebody’s down at zero I would think that eventually they’ll drop out. The  

24. only difference is there’s nothing to pick up if there is zero. What do you pick  

25. up? So anyways you’ll be seeing that.  

 26. One of the things I think that’s so important because to me very important in  

27. the same poll, which is the big national CNN poll, on the economy;  

28. so important; Trump 55%. Everyone else nothing.  

 29. On the budget I’m really good at these things; economy,  

30. budgets. I sort of expected this. On the budget, Trump; this is with  

31. 15 people remaining; Trump 51%. Everyone else bing.  

 32. Oh, here’s one that I started and I took a lot of heat. I took a lot of heat. Sort  

33. of like the one we’re talking about today. I guess you’ve heard a little bit 

34.  about it. But I’ve taken a lot of heat on this one. Illegal immigration. Now,  

35. had I not brought that up in Trump Tower in June when I announced that I  

36. was going to run for president, which takes courage to run for president,  

37. believe me.  

 38. You know, all of my life, I’ve heard that if you’re a successful person,  

39. especially if you have very success; you’ve done a lot of things, a lot  

40. of deals, a lot of everything, you can’t run for president.  

 41. And yet, that’s the kind of mindset and thinking this country needs.  

 42. We’re being run by people that don’t know what they’re doing. Very sad.  

 43. On illegal immigration, Trump 48%. That’s with 15 people. Everyone else,  

44. no good. 

 45. On a thing called ISIS…oh, don’t worry. We’ll have plenty; we’ll  

46. talk a lot about ISIS. Can you believe it?  

 47. Here we have generals. They go on television and talk. They do all talk. You  

48. people; a lot of military people here. Who’s military here? All right,  

49. I love you.  

 50. By the way, speaking of it, we’re going to make our military so strong, so  
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51. powerful, so great, nobody’s ever going to mess with us again. Nobody.  

52. They’re never going to mess with us.  

  

53. You know in many ways, it’s the cheapest thing we can do. The cheapest  

54. thing. Instead of fighting these wars that we don’t know what we’re doing  

55. and we have leaders that are afraid to do anything, we’re going to make it so  

56. great, so strong that people crush  did not message;, they’re not messing. 

57.  They’re not messing. And we’re going to take care of our great vets, our  

58. wounded warriors. We’re going to take care of them. Because they;  

59. thank you, they are not being taken care of. 

60. We have illegal immigrants that are taken care of better than our incredible  

61. veterans and it’s not going to happen any longer. Not going to happen. Not  

62. going to happen. 

63. So with ISIS; Trump 46%. Can you imagine that? With all of these  

64. characters running. On foreign policy, Trump way up. And you know, in  

65. theory you could say “Well, maybe it’s not my thing.” But people want to see 

66.  strong, they want to see strength, they want to see protection, they want to be  

67. protected. And that’s it. 

68. I don’t even know if he knows what the hell is going on. I really don’t. 

69. And we’re looking at Hillary Clinton. Honestly, I know Hillary. It’s just  

70. going to be an extension of Obama. I think maybe worse. 

71. She’s got no strength. She’s got no stamina. Remember that. 

72. You don’t need a president with no strength or stamina when we’re being  

73. ripped off on trade, we’re being ripped off on Obamacare, which is going  

74. to be repealed and replaced by something really good.  

75. When our soldiers aren’t being taken care of, when our military is never been 

76.  like it is today. 

77. One of the generals was on television, as usual, saying that we’re the least 

78.  prepared now than anytime that he’s ever seen it and he’s been there a long 

79.  time retiring. That’s how we are. 

80. In the most dangerous world we’ve ever had because of the power of  

81. weapons, we have people that don’t know; they don’t; I’m  

82. telling you. I watch them. I watch these generals being interviewed. 

83. Do you think Gen. George Patton would be interviewed? 
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84. They’d be interviewed after total and complete victory. 

85. Gen. Douglas MacArthur. They’re not big for interviews. You know, they  

86. shoot first, they talk later. These guys, these guys; and I don’t think we’ll  

87. have to.You know, just so you understand, Bush; Bush, he said yesterday he  

88. was being interviewed, he said that he was talking about me. He was saying  

89. the nicest things about me. 

90. Of course, he says he’ll be elected. He’s at what 3%? Right? but he said some 

91.  Things and I was like; I said “Who says that about an opponent 

92. You don’t say those things.” You’ll find out what he said. But he said very  

93. nice things. But, if you look at what happens where he is upset with me 

94.  because he says the tone  the tone; of Donald Trump is not nice. 

95. And I say it all the time. We have people whose heads are being chopped off  

96. in the Middle East because they’re Christian and for other reasons. They’re  

97. being dumped and drowned in steel cages. And we talk about my tone. 

98. Hillary said the same thing. “Mr. Trump’s tone is not nice.”These people are  

99. living in different planets. Different planets. And remember what I say about  

100. Hillary. We need somebody who’s strong. We need somebody with  

101. incredible energy but incredible intelligence and all of those  things. 

102. You know, I know a lot of tough people but they’re not Smart. That’s  

103. no good. They’re easy. 

104. We owe $21 trillion in the very near future. We’re really in trouble. 

105.  We have to rebuild our country. 

106. We have to rebuild our infrastructure. We have to rebuild oumilitary. 

107. And yet, we do deals with China where there’s a trade imbalance of  

108. over $400 billion a year in their favor, by the way, in case you had  

109. any question. 

110. Japan; they send their cars by the millions. $70 billion a year  

111. imbalance. That’s like a loss. 

112. You look at Mexico. We’re going to build a wall. It will be a real  

113. wall. It will be a real wall. Gonna happen. It’s gonna happen. 

114. The people I’m dealing with; and you know, I really focus  

115. on Hillary later because I have to get through these 15 people. You  

116. know, there’s 15 of us.  
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117. I had Perry came at me strong; he went down. I had Gov. Walker,  

118. nice guy, he went down. Every guy that attacks me so far they’ve  

119. all gone down. We’ve got to keep it that way, right?  

120. I mean, Lindsey Graham. He’s at zero. He’s at zero. Zero.  

121. Let me ask you a question. I don’t get Lindsey Graham. I don’t get 

122.  him…He’s literally at zero. You see him. And he keeps talking.  

123. He gets so much television. I mean, he’s on television all the time  

124. and he doesn’t go up. He’s at zero, folks.  

125. His ideas are so bad. I’m more militaristic than him. But I know 

126.  how to win; he doesn’t. He just wants to attack everything. He  

127. doesn’t know where the hell; ha ha.  

128. And he always sits with John McCain. It’s like they’re the  

129. Bobbsey twins. They’re always sitting together. No, it’s true. Do 

130.  you ever notice? Sometimes I want to see him by himself. He’s  

131. always sitting with John McCain, who’s fine. I’m not knocking it.  

132. But you got to know what to do.  

133. Now me, I was against the war in Iraq. So everyone says, you have 

134.  the right temperament; I have a great temperament. But  

135. you’ve got to attack. If you’ve got to do something, you’ve got to  

136. know what you’re doing.  

137. I said if you attack Iraq and you wipe it out, Iran is going to take  

138. over the entire Middle East because you’re going to ruin the  

139. balance. It was so simple to me.  

140. And actually they sent a group from the White House to see me  

141. because I got so much publicity, so much publicity that they sent a  

142. group from the White House to see Mr. Trump. I said, “Fellas,  

143. you’re going to have Iran take over the Middle East and that’s  

144. what’s happening.”  

145. And Iran’s going to take over Iraq as sure as you’re sitting there.  

146. And by the way, Iraq, with the second largest oil reserves  

147. anywhere in the world. We lost of thousands of lives. We have  

148. wounded warriors all over the place. $2 trillion. We have nothing. We got 

nothing. We have absolutely nothing. And we left.   
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149. I’ll bet you that if I spoke to that young woman, that quickly I really  

150. think I can convince her that we’re all in this together, folks. We want  

151. to have a strong country. Right? 

152. …But you know, if you think about it and you’ll have some that can  

153. never be satisfied no matter what. They’re just troublemakers, et  

154. cetera, et cetera. But most people aren’t and they believe something.  

155. And I have some very smart friends don’t agree with me; they agree  

156. with the other side. 

157. But I really believe that if you took it about making America great, we 

158.  have to be strong, we have to be vigilant, and if we’re not vigilant  

159.  that was the same person. 

160.  I’ve got to tell you, so far, the security is not doing a great job in  

161. here, I’ll tell you that. That was the same person. You can do very  

162. nice but why don’t you get her out because honestly it’s inappropriate. 

163.  So security, strengthen yourself up. 

164. See, our country has this kind of security. That’s the problem we  

165. have…Treat her very nicely please but she should now be taken out.  

166. Same person. One person. It’s one person. They let her out. They gave  

167. her a second chance and the same thing happens. 

168. But you would think that everybody we’re all on the same basket that  

169. everybody every single person. 

170. So you would think that if we could get together, we’d all be in the 

171.  same boat.Now, last night we all saw and we witnessed something  

172. that I thought was highly inappropriate. 

173. In fact, I tweeted “Is that all there is?” about the president’s speech  

174. and I wrote something today that I think is very, very salient, very  

175. important, and probably not politically correct but I don’t care. I 

176.  don’t care. 

177. You know, we had a situation in California very recently where  

178. somebody was making bombs in an apartment. The mother saw them.  

179. The mother didn’t notice anything wrong. I watched the sister being  

180. interviewed. Believe me, in my opinion, she was lying like crazy. 

 

181. We’re like the stupid country in so many different ways. It’so. 
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182. Can you imagine what our great leaders of the past would have said  

183. with the kind of crap that’s happening with us? 

184. They didn’t want to report them because they thought it was profiling. 

185. Okay, they saw bombs. They saw, you know, the pipe bombs only  

186. this wasn’t to build a bathroom. When a bomb is this long, can’t put  

187. too many of them together for a bathroom, right? And we thought  

188. they maybe but we didn’t want to racially profile. Oh, okay, you’re  

189. okay, you’re innocent. 

190. Or how about where the families and the girlfriends and the wives and  

191. everything and they go back to World Trade Center. the worst, worse  

192. than Pearl Harbor because with the World Trade Center they were  

193. killing innocent civilians. At least while it was a dirty, rotten sneak  

194. attack, at least they were…but while it was an attack, at least it was  

195. military. But this was an attack on the World Trade Center. 

196. So, what’s happened is we’re out of control. We have no idea who’s  

197. coming into our country. We have no idea if they love us or if they  

198. hate us. We have no idea if they want to bomb us. We have no idea  

199. what’s going on. 

200. And then I looked at poll numbers and I don’t mean polls where I’m 

201.  winning; those numbers I like looking at. These numbers I hated to  

202. look at. And it’s very, very sad. 

203. I’ll go after some of the numbers. 25% of those polled and this was  

204. from the Center for Security Policy; very highly respected  

205. group of people who I know actually. 

206. This is people living in this country. 25% of those polled agreed that 

207.  violence against Americans is justified as Muslims. 25%. 

208. 1% of the Muslims living in this country; by the way, I have  

209. friends that are Muslims; they’re great people. But they know we have  

210. a problem. They know we have a real problem. Because something’s  

211. going on, and we can’t put up with it, folks. We can’t put up with it 

212. 51%; 51% highly respected number of polling groups want to  

213. be governed according to Sharia. You know what Sharia is. 

214. So I wrote this out. The mainstream media wants to surrender the  

215. Constitution. The mainstream media ; these people back here.  
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216. They’re the worst. They are so dishonest. No, no, they’re so  

217. dishonest. They are so dishonest. 

218. I mean, I have one from NBC, a reporter from NBC, and actually  

219. another one from CBS, they actually in Columbus, Ohio, I had a  

220. tremendous crowd like 10,000 people. It was a love fest. It went on  

221. for a long time. Everybody stayed right ’tis the end. I had one of the  

222. politicians; Kasich; who is just getting; he’s  

223. a horrible debater…He made a statement that “Oh, they left after 10  

224. minutes.  

225. ” Now, the press was there. They saw it. Nobody said it was a lie.  

226. It was a total lie. In fact, I had more people at the end than I had at 

227.  the beginning. Nobody’s leaving. Nobody’s leaving here except  

228. for the one person that was screaming.  

229. So, we asked the press to report that it was a total lie and they  

230. didn’t want to do that because it’s not their thing to do. 

231. You know, we get the biggest crowds. They don’t want to show  

232. this crowd tonight. They’re not going to show all the people  

233. outside trying to get in. They don’t do that. They have the cameras  

234. right in my face. I say fan the crowd just to show &#8211; look at  

235. all the people over here. It’s a record in the history of this ship. But  

236. they don’t show it. They don’t show it. No, no. And I say fan it and  

237. they never ever fan it. I say fan the crowd and they never fan it.  

238. And yet, I guarantee you that that young woman that just got taken  

239. out after interrupting us three times, I guarantee the cameras will be on 

her. I guarantee. It’s disgusting. Disgusting. 

240. And by the way, some of the media’s terrific but most of it 70%, 75%  

241. is absolute dishonest, absolute scum. Remember that. Scum. Scum.  

242. They’re totally dishonest people. 

243. I had one the other day where I finished the speech and they said “Oh,  

244. Trump was interrupted and he left early.” I spoke for like 45, 50  

245. minutes. I then answered questions and then I went around, you know,  

246. everybody knew it was false. 

247. Amazingly, there’s a media group that calls the media and the next  

248. day they did the most beautiful story about what a lie it was from  
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249. NBC. She’s back there. Little Katie. She’s back there. What a lie it  

250. was. No, what a lie; Katie Tur; what a lie it was  

251. from NBC to have written that. It was a total lie. And they did a story  

252. where they; I didn’t know they had a group like this where  

253. they actually criticized the media. And they said it was a total lie. And  

254. I loved it. I loved it. I loved it. 

255. And then other people pick it up. You know it’s NBC so somebody  

256. picks it up. Third rate reporter. Remember that. Third rate. Third rate. 

257. So I said here the mainstream media wants to surrender our  

258. Constitution and our constitutional rights. And I don’t want that. I  

259. want ISIS to surrender. Okay? I want ISIS to surrender. Very simple. 

260. It’s very simple. So here’s what happened. It’s been a little  

261. controversial. It’s been a great day because the poll numbers are  

262. through the roof. I like that. 

263. Now they’re coming at us in full force. They’re coming; not  

264. coming at me. They’re coming at all of us. They’re coming at all of  

265. us. Because you know, we have a noisy majority. They used to call it  

266. the quiet majority. People are fed up. They’re fed up with  

267. incompetence. They’re fed up with stupid leaders. They’re fed up  

268. with stupid people. 

269. They are fed up with stupid people, where our president makes a deal  

270. for Sergeant Bergdahl, a dirty, rotten, no good traitor who  

271. think of it. They knew he was a traitor because a general and a colonel 

272.  went to see his group. Six people were killed looking for him. Okay?  

273. Six people were killed. Young. Unbelievable. I watched the parents  

274. on television. I’ve seen the parents. But I watched the parents on  

275. television devastated, will never be the same. They left to try to bring  

276. them back. He left. He deserted. 

277. You know, in the old days when we were strong country it would be  

278. boom, gone. It was called desertion. Now I heard the other day they  

279. won’t even do anything to him. Can you believe it? They think he’s  

280. going to get away with nothing. He’s going to have nothing. 

281. So he left. Oh, they treated him pretty rough though. He got in there,  

282. he said, “I shouldn’t have done this. This isn’t working out the way I  
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283. thought.” 

284. Anyways, so we get him back and here’s the deal we made. We get a  

285. dirty, no good traitor. Six people killed…They get five of their  

286. greatest killers that they’ve been after; after; think of  

287. it for six years. In fact, I hear nine years. 

288. So they get these; right now have gone; they’re out 

289.  in the battlefield, trying to kill everybody in front of them including  

290. You, folks, I’d hate to tell you. 

291. So we get Bergdahl and they get five of the killers that they’ve w 

292. for many years. That’s the way we do it.   

293. The Iran deal. We gave them $150 billion. It’s called amateur night. 

294.  We gave them $150 billion. 24 days; 24 days; we  

295. think there’s something wrong, 24 days we have to wait but it’s much  

296. longer than that because there’s a whole process before the clock  

297. starts ticking. So it could be forever. 

298. But the best is where they have the right to self-inspect. “Are you  

299. doing nuclear weapons over there?” “Oh, we’ll inspect tomorrow.”  

300. “Oh no, we’re not doing nuclear weapons.” 

301. You know, the Persians are great negotiators. Always have been. And  

302. somebody would say that’s profiling. Trust me, they’re great  

303. negotiators. And Kerry is a horrible negotiator and Obama is a  

304. horrible negotiator. Horrible. He’s a horrible negotiator. These people  

305. are horrible. I always Obama would be a unifier. I never thought of  

306. him as being like a divider because I said “You know what? I don’t  

307. think he’s going to be a good president.” 

308. I backed McCain; he lost by the way. And you know, I don’t blame  

309. McCain for losing because a lot of bad things will happen; it was a  

310. tough one. But I backed McCain; he lost. I backed Romney; he should 

311.  have won but he sort of went away on vacation or something the last  

312. month and he lost. And I said, “This time I’m going to do it myself.  

313. We’re not going to lose.” We’re not going to lose. We’re not losing. 

314. And the recent Fox poll that just came out has me beating Hillary very  

315. easily one on one. I love that. That’s so important. 

316. we put out a statement today. We watched this. And it’s impossible to  
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317. watch this gross incompetence but I watched last night 

318. And we put out a statement a little while ago and these people are 

319.  going crazy… Shall I read the statement? 

320. Donald J. Trump is calling for; now, you’ve got to listen to  

321. this because this is pretty heavy stuff and it’s common sense and we  

322. have to do it. Remember the poll numbers. 25%, 51%. Remember the  

323. poll numbers. So remember this. So listen. 

324. Donald J. Trump is calling for a total and complete shutdown of  

325. Muslims entering the United States until our country’s representatives  

326. can figure out what the hell is going on. 

327. We have no choice. We have no choice. We have no choice. 

328. According to Pew Research, among others, there is a great hatred  

329. toward Americans by large segments of the Muslim population. 

330. Most recently, a poll from Center for Security Policy released data  

331. showing 25% of those polled agreed that violence against Americans  

332. ; these are people that are here by the way, people that are 

333.  here; 25% not 1%. By the way, 1% would be unacceptable. 

334.  1% is unacceptable. 25% of those polled agreed that violence against  

335. Americans here in the United States is justified as part; think  

336. of that; as part of the global jihad. 

337. They want to change your religion. I don’t think so. I don’t think so. I  

338. don’t think so. Not going to happen. 

339. As part of the global jihad. And 51% of those polled agreed that  

340. Muslims in America should have the choice of being governed  

341. according to Sharia. You know what Sharia is. 51% 

342. Sharia authorizes; now look, this is, I mean, it’s terrible.  

343. Sharia authorizes such atrocities as murders against non-believers  

344. who won’t convert, beheadings, and more unthinkable acts that pose  

345. great harm to Americans especially women. I mean, you look  

346. ; especially women. Tough stuff. 

347. And we have a president that won’t even mention the term and you’re 

348.  talking about numbers like this. 

349. Mr. Trump stated without looking at the various polling data, it’s  

350. obvious to anybody the hatred is beyond comprehension… 
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351. Where the hatred comes from and why, we’ll have to determine.  

352. We’ll have to figure it out. We have to figure it out. We can’t live like 

353.  this. It’s going to get worse and worse. You’re going to have more  

354. World Trade Centers. It’s going to get worse and worse,folks. 

355. We could be politically correct and we can be stupid but it’s going to  

356. get worse and worse. 

357. Until we are able to determine and understand this problem and the  

358. dangerous threat it poses, our country cannot be the victim of  

359. horrendous attacks by people that believe only in jihad. These are  

360. people only believe in jihad. They don’t want our system. They 

361. don’t want our system and have no sense of reason or respect for  

362. human life. They have no respect for human life. Now, we can be  

363. weak.We can be ineffective. We can be foolish. 

364. So prior to Paris, which was a disaster, which by the way if some of  

365. the people in those places where it was slaughter, absolute slaughter,  

366. had guns, you wouldn’t have had the carnage that you had in Paris.  

367. You wouldn’t had that carnage. If they had guns, you wouldn’t had  

368. that carnage. So important the Second Amendment. We have to  

369. preserve it and cherish it. And we can’t let these weak leaders  

370. diminish it. If they had guns in Paris, if five people in that room, Paris 

371.  and France has probably the toughest gun laws anywhere in the world 

372.  and it was like target practice. “Come over here. Boom! Come over  

373. here. Boom!” People are sitting by the hundreds and many others are  

374. going to be dying. They’re sitting in the hospital in many cases  

375. waiting to die. Now, the same thing a few days ago in California. No  

376. guns. We didn’t have guns. The bad guys had the guns. 

377. And these young people; and I tell the press you’ve got to 

378.  stop calling them “masterminds”; these are dirty, rotten  

379. scums. These aren’t masterminds. Remember the guy in Paris with the 

380.  big dirty hat? Remember the guy in Paris; the “mastermind”.  

381. I was watching all the networks. I won’t mention who but some of  

382. them disgusted me. “The mastermind is on the loose.” And we have  

383. kids that are watching the Internet and they want to be masterminds  

384. and then you wonder why do we lose all these kids; they go 
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385.  over there. They’re young. They’re impressionable. They go over  

386. there and they want to join ISIS. And we have our anchors; I  

387. think I got them mostly stopped. Did you notice that? I don’t hear it  

388. too much. But they say “the young mastermind”. Oh, he’s brilliant.  

389. Young man, he’s brilliant. I don’t even he’s got a high IQ…In Paris, I  

390. call him the guy with the dirty filthy hat. Okay? Not a smart guy. A  

391. dummy. Puts people in there &#8211; mastermind &#8211; bing,  

392. bing, bing, it’s like shooting everybody. You’ve got to be a  

393. mastermind. So the press has to be responsible. They’re not being  

394. responsible because we’re losing a lot of people because of the  

395. Internet. And we have to do something. We have to go see Bill Gates 

396.  and a lot of different people that really understand what’s happening.  

397. We have to talk to them. Maybe in certain areas closing that Internet  

398. up in some way. Somebody will “Oh, freedom of speech, freedom of  

399. speech”. These are foolish people. We have a lot of foolish people.  

400. We have a lot of foolish people. We’ve got to maybe do something  

401. with the Internet because they are recruiting by the thousands. They’r 

402. leaving our country. And then when they come back, we take them  

403. back. “Oh, come on back. Where were you?” “I was fighting for  

404. ISIS.” “Oh, come on back. Go home. Enjoy yourself.” 

405. When they leave our country and they go to fight for ISIS or any of  

406. the other groups, they never come back. They never can come back.  

407. They never can come back. They can never, ever, ever come back. It’s  

408. Over. How about that? And now that they’ve become radicalized,  

409. they’re totally radicalized. And how about the woman? She was in  

410. Pakistan then Saudi Arabia. She comes in on an engagement deal and  

411. she radicalized the guy. Probably a guy who couldn’t get women. I  

412. don’t know what the hell his problem is. It’s probably the first women  

413. he’s ever had. I don’t know what was going on. But he became  

414. radicalized quickly. Notice how easy it is? He becomes radicalized  

415. and then they go on a spree. 

416. Folks, those days are over. Those days are over. We have to be tough.  

417. We have to be smart. We have to be vigilant. 

418. Yes, we have to look at mosques and we have to respect mosques. But  
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419. yes, we have to look at mosques. We have no choice. We have to see  

420. what’s happening because something is happening in there. Man,  

421. there’s anger. There’s anger. And we have to know about it. We can’t  

422. be these people that are sitting back like in the World Trade Center,  

423. like so many different things. 

424. We can’t be people that knew what was going on two weeks ago in  

425. California, probably for months they knew what was going on and  

426. they didn’t want to tell anybody. We can’t be that. We have to be  

427. strong. When we see violations, you have to report those violations  

428. and quickly. Don’t worry about profiling. I promise I will defend you 

429.  from profiling. I promise. So when I started this whole quest  

430. ; I mean, who knew it was going to turn into this? It’s been an  

431. amazing thing. No matter where I go, I have tremendous crowds,  

432. packed crowds, packed. 

433. We went to Dallas; 20,000 people in Dallas. 25,000 people.  

434. Mobile, Alabama; 35,000 people. Here, every time I come to  

435. South Carolina, every time I go to North Carolina, every time I go to  

436. Iowa, New Hampshire, Virginia, wherever I go; Florida  

437. ; we have crowds. that are maxed. The only problem we have  

438. is the size of the room; thousands of people outside trying to  

439. get in. Usually I do a double. I go talk to them for a while, which I  

440. wouldn’t say I exactly love doing after the first one. 

441. But there is an unbelievable love in these room; all the same. I love you too. I 

love you…Thank you. Thank you. I love you too. 

442. There’s an unbelievable love in all of these places; Oklahoma 

443. ; 20,000 people standing in a park on quick notice. There’s  

444. an unbelievable love. And there’s an unbelievable love of the country.  

445. We want to see good things. We don’t want to be bad people. We  

446. don’t want to be tough and nasty. We believe in the Constitution more  

447. than anybody. But we can’t let people use and abuse our rights. We  

448. can’t let people kill us. They want to kill us. They want to destroy us.  

449. We can’t let it happen. We just can’t let it happen. And I have a friend  

450. who’s a very, very successful man, and I went to one event;  

451. he came with me. We had 24,000 people. And this guy’s a real tough  
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452. cookie. He’s a great financial guy. One of the guys I’d definitely use  

453. to negotiate with Japan, China. Believe me, you’re going to be in  

454. good shape when that happens. We won’t have these characters. 

455. You know, this whole thing with all of these guys. By the way, I’m  

456. the only one that’s self-funding my campaign. Everyone else is  

457. controlled. Only one. I’m the only one. Only one. I’m self-funding  

458. my campaign. And these other guys. You know, they’re getting  

459. millions and millions of dollars from people I know. I have one guy  

460. came and wanted to give me a lot of money. I said, “Honestly, I can’t 

461.  take it. I don’t want to do.” I can’t take it, which is very sort of like  

462. for me to not take money; my whole life I’ve been taking  

463. money. Now I’m sort of like what am I doing? But came in and I said,  

464. “So what are you going to do? I don’t want your money.” And he  

465. said, “I got to go someplace else.” They’re like gamblers. They’re like  

466. gamblers. But I said, “You like me best.” “I like you best but I’m  

467. going to go someplace else.” Because they want to be part;  

468. they want t.  

469. Let me tell you, who is more than me? I gave millions to these guys.  

470. Nobody knows the system better than me. I knew it from the other  

471. side. Don’t forget, I was the fair-haired boy. I was like the  

472. establishment. They’d all come to me, and I’d give them all money I  

473. write checks sometimes to Senators whatever the max; bing,  

474. bing, bing. 

475. I used to say “Senators, don’t come to my office. Anybody that’s a  

476. U.S. Senator that calls me, we’ll send you a campaign contribution.” 

477. But you know what? I’ll tell you something. In the end, the people  

478. that gives these millions of dollars to these horrible, corrupt PACS  

479. ; they’re corrupt; they totally control Bush and Rubio  

480. and I won’t say Cruz because he’s been very nice to me. Nah, he’s  

481. been nice. He’s got to hit me first. Once he hits me, I promise you. I  

482. promise you. 

483. No, I’ve been nice to Christie but he really hit me today. Chris 

484.  Christie. I mean, I don’t know. He’s a friend of mine but he’s not  

485. doing well in the polls and he really, really hit me today. He hated this  
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486. and yet he said anybody could come. You’ve got to look at some of  

487. the statements from the past. But he really hit me on the whole thing  

488. that we have to stop the Muslims until we find out what’s going on. 

489. Does that make sense by the way? Until we find out. And he talked 

490.  about; that’s inexperience and you know in other words he 

491.  has experience right? But that’s the statement of an inexperienced  

492. man…About we have to stop people that want to kill us from coming  

493. in. Does that sound like inexperienced? So Chris, who’s a friend of  

494. mine, he hit me hard. And I said I got to hit him at least once. So I  

495. won’t do this a lot. 

496. Look, here’s the story. The George Washington Bridge. He knew  

497. about it. Hey, how do you have breakfast with people everyday of 

498.  your lives, they’re closing up the largest bridge in the world, the  

499. biggest in the United States, traffic flowing during rush hour. People  

500. couldn’t get across for 6, 7 hours. Ambulances, fire trucks. They’re  

501. with him all the time; the people that did it. He knew about it.  

502. He knew about it. Totally knew about it. He’s a got a very friendly  

503. group of people over there that they don’t think so. But I don’t know. 

504.  It’s called life. You’ve got to be smart in life. 

505. I would say there’s less than 1% chance. It could be but I doubt it. He  

506. knew about it. They didn’t mention at one of their meetings? I think  

507. they had breakfast like everyday or every other day. They’d just say,  

508. “Chris, tonight we’re closing up the George Washington Bridge  

509. because the mayor a certain area is against you.” “Oh, okay.” They  

510. didn’t mention? Nobody believes that. 

511. Number two. Nine downgrades of the state. Nine downgrades. It’s a  

512. disaster. I have property over there; the taxes are through;  

513.  I’ll use an expression; coming out of my ears,  

514. okay? Tremendous taxes over there. You had nine downgrades. 

515. You had Christie, you know, so friendly with President Obama  

516. during the flood. So we go 

517. So we go down on the escalator. You know what I did? You 

518.  remember I took a deep breath because I’m telling you and you know 

519.  what I’m talking about the press down there look like the Academy  
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520. Awards. There were so many cameras. I have never seen anything lik 

521. it. The entire atrium of Trump Tower was packed with cameras and  

522. press. And I just said, “Let’s go” to my wife. Took a deep breath and 

523. I went down and I talked about lots of things, including illegal inmigr 

524. And illegal immigration was such a big subject. And I’m telling you  

525. had I not brought it up, it has turned out to be; and I took  

526. heat. I took heat like nobody has ever taken heat. Rush Limbaugh said 

527.  “The most incredible incoming that I’ve ever seen a human being  

528. endure”. And then he doubled down a week later because I was right. 

529.  And now, illegal immigration is one of the biggest things. 

530. And illegal immigration was such a big subject. And I’m telling you  

531. had I not brought it up, it has turned out to be and I took heat. I took  

532. heat like nobody has ever taken heat.  

533. Rush Limbaugh said “The most incredible incoming that I’ve ever  

534. seen a human being endure”. And then he doubled down a week later  

535. because I was right. And now, illegal immigration is one of the 

536.  biggest things. And then you had the killing of Kate [Steinle] and the  

537. killing of Jamiel and the killing recently in California of a 66-year-old  

538. ; think of it, 66-year-old; veteran, female, raped,  

539. sodomized and killed by an illegal immigrant. And many, many  

540. more. It’s a huge problem. And they take our jobs and a lot of  

541. other things. 

542. And then you had the killing of Kate [Steinle] and the killing of  

543. Jamiel and the killing recently in California of a 66-year-old;  

544. think of it, 66-year-old; veteran, female, raped, sodomized  

545. and killed by an illegal immigrant. And many, many more. It’s a huge  

546. problem. And they take our jobs and a lot of other things. So all of a  

547. sudden, everyone’s saying “Wow”…and from almost at the  

548. beginning, you’ve seen I’ve been at the top like from almost day one. 

549. The reason I tell you certain things and the reason I talk about what  

550. I’ve done and lots of good things. A little thing; Wollman ice  

551. skating rink. The city couldn’t get it built for high years. They were in  

552. there for like $20 million. They couldn’t get it done. I went to the  

553. mayor of New York, I said, “Ed Koch, I’ll get it done real quick.” He  
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554. didn’t like it because he didn’t want to be shown up. I said I’ll do it  

555. and if it costs more than $2 million I’ll pay for it. I got it built for  

556. peanuts. Got it done in four months. And we had ice skating in  

557. Central Park and I still run it. I did another one; I did a bigger 

558.  version of that recently Ferry Point out in the Bronx. They were  

559. having ; things have been under construction from anywhere  

560. between 20 and 30 years. They couldn’t get it done. I got it done  

561. under a year. It’s operating now. It’s very successful.  It’s what I do 

562.  and that’s what we need. That’s what we need in our country. 

563. I’m building on Pennsylvania Avenue an incredible hotel. One of the  

564. great hotels of the world. The Old Post Office site. Think of it. I got it  

565. in the Obama administration. Everybody was bidding. Everybody  

566. wanted it. One of the most sought after projects in the history of the  

567. GSA; general services. And I got it. Can you imagine me  

568. getting it from the Obama administration? Because the GSA, who are  

569. really professionals, they want to make sure number one that it got  

570. built. So they wanted strong financials. And they also wanted a great  

571. plan. So we came up with Ivanka and my kids we came up with this 

572.  incredible plan. The job is under budget, ahead of schedule. It was  

573. going to open up in ’17 ; sometime during the year ’17. Now, 

574.  it’s going to open probably in September of ’16 right before the  

575. election on Pennsylvania Avenue. And this is the kind of mindset you  

576. need. I’m building on Pennsylvania Avenue an incredible hotel. One 

577.  of the great hotels of the world. The Old Post Office site. Think of it. 

578.  I got it in the Obama administration. Everybody was bidding.  

579. Everybody wanted it. One of the most sought after projects in the  

580. history of the GSA; general services. And I got it. Can you  

581. imagine me getting it from the Obama administration? Because the  

582. GSA, who are really professionals, they want to make sure number  

583. one that it got built. So they wanted strong financials. And they also  

584. wanted a great plan. So we came up with Ivanka and my kids we  

585. came up with this incredible plan. The job is under budget, ahead of  

586. schedule. It was going to open up in ’17; sometime during  

587. the year ’17. Now, it’s going to open probably in September of ’16  
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588. right before the election on Pennsylvania Avenue. 

589. And this is the kind of mindset you need. Carl Icahn, one of the great  

590. businessmen, and others have endorsed me. We have trillions and 

591.  trillions of dollars offshore. Pfizer’s leaving the United States. 

592. In the old days, somebody would leave for, frankly, South Carolina. 

593.  They’d leave New York or Florida or someplace where the taxes are  

594. lower. They’d leave for North Carolina. They’d leave; today  

595. they’d leave this country for other countries. So now, we’re losing  

596. Pfizer. We’re losing many of our great companies. We have $2.5  

597. trillion offshore at least. And everybody agrees it should come home  

598. ; the Democrats, the Republicans. For three years, they can’t  

599. make a deal. They can’t make a deal because there’s such gridlock.  

600. There’s no leadership in Washington.  We will make this country so  

601. great. We have people and I’ll tell you something. I’ll tell you  

602. something…[interrupted by protester] said something to me the other 

603.  day and what I really want to do; [interrupted by protester]  

604. ; what we want to do or what I want to do is I want to be the  

605. people’s president. Think of this, think of this, I don’t work for any of  

606. the lobbyists. I don’t work for any of these people that are leading our  

607. country in the wrong direction. We don’t. The best thing that I’ve  

608. seen in going around and the thing that I’ve seen more than anything  

609. else is how smart the people are. They don’t believe those people in  

610. the back that write with fork. I’m telling you, they don’t believe them. 

611.  The people are really smart. What’s giving me more inspiration tan 

612.  any other single thing are the people that I’ve met; the  

613. incredible people of this country. We’re going to make America great  

614. again. And you know what? We’re going to make it greater, greater,  

615. than ever before. And I love you all and thank you very much. South  

616. Carolina. Great. Thank you! We love you. Thank you! 

 

Anexo 4: Transcripción Discurso Convención Republicana 2016 

Fuente: You Tube:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4CVTuOyZDI0 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4CVTuOyZDI0
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1. Friends, delegates and fellow Americans: I humbly and gratefully acceptyour  

2. nomination for the presidency of the United States. Who would have believed  

3. that when we started this journey on June 16th of last year we – and I say  

4. “we” because we are a team – would have received almost 14 million votes, 

5.  the most in the history of the Republican Party, and that the Republican  

6. Party would get 60 percent more votes than it received four years ago. The  

7. Democrats, on the other hand, received almost 20 percent fewer votes than  

8. they got eight years ago.  

9. Together, we will lead our party back to the White House, and we will lead  

10. our country back to safety, prosperity, and peace. We will be a country of  

11. generosity and warmth. But we will also be a country of law and order. Our  

12. Convention occurs at a moment of crisis for our nation. The attacks on our  

13. police, and the terrorism in our cities, threaten our very way of life. Any  

14. politician who does not grasp this danger is not fit to lead our country.  

15. Americans watching this address tonight have seen the recent images of  

16. violence in our streets and the chaos in our communities. Many have 

17.  witnessed this violence personally, some have even been its victims. I have 

18.   a message for all of you: the crime and violence that today afflicts our  

19. nation will soon come to an end. Beginning on January 20th 2017, safety will  

20. be restored. The most basic duty of government is to defend the lives of its  

21. own citizens. Any government that fails to do so is a government unworthy to  

22. lead. It is finally time for a straightforward assessment of the state of our  

23. nation. I will present the facts plainly and honestly. We cannot afford to be so  

24. politically correct anymore.So if you want to hear the corporate spin, the  

25. carefully-crafted lies and the media myths the Democrats are holding their 

convention next 

26.  week. But here, at our convention, there will be no lies. We will honor the 

27.  American people with the truth, and nothing else. These are the facts: Deca 

28. of progress made in bringing down crime are now being reversed by this  

29. Administration’s rollback of criminal enforcement. Homicides last year  

30. increased by 17% in America’s fifty largest cities. That’s the largest increase in  

31. 25 years. In our nation’s capital, killings have risen by 50 percent.  They are up  

32. nearly 60% in nearby Baltimore. In the President’s hometown of Chicago,  

33. more than 2,000 people have been the victims of shootings this year alone. And  
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34. almost 4,000 have been killed in the Chicago area since he took office. The 

35.  number of police officers killed in the line of duty has risen by almost 50%  

36. compared to this point last year. Nearly 180,000 illegal immigrants with  

37. criminal records, ordered deported from our country, are tonight roaming free  

38. to threaten peaceful citizens. The number of new illegal immigrant families who  

39. have crossed the border, so far this year already exceeds the entire total from  

40. 2015. They are being released by the tens of thousands into our communities  

41. with no regard for the impact on public safety or resources. One such border- 

42. crosser was released and made his way to Nebraska. There, he ended the life of  

43. an innocent young girl named Sarah Root. She was 21 years-old, and was 

44.  killed the day after graduating from college with a 4.0 Grade Point Average.  

45. Her killer was then released a second time, and he is now a fugitive from the  

46. law. I’ve met Sarah’s beautiful family. But to this Administration, their  

47. amazing daughter was  

48. just one more American life that wasn’t worth protecting. One more child to  

49. sacrifice on the altar of open borders. What about our economy?  

50. Again, I will tell you the plain facts that have been edited out of your nightly  

51. news and your morning newspaper: Nearly Four in 10 African-American  

52. children are living in poverty, while 58%  of African-American youth are not  

53. employed. 2 million more Latinos are in poverty today than when  

54. President Obama took his oath of office less than eight years ago. Another 14  

55. million people have left the workforce entirely. Household incomes are down  

56. more than 4 thousand dollars since the year 2000 – 16 years ago. Our trade  

57. deficit in goods reached nearly 800 billion dollars last year alone. The budget  

58. is no better. President Obama has almost doubled our national debt to more 

59.  than 19 trillion dollars, and growing. Yet, what do we have to show for it?  

60. Our roads  

61. and bridges are falling apart, our airports are in Third World condition, and  

62. forty-three Americans are on food stamps. Now let us consider the state of  

63. affairs abroad. Not only have our citizens endured domestic disaster, but they  

64. have lived through one international humiliation after another. We all  

65. remember the images of our sailors being forced to their knees by their  

66. Iranian captors at gunpoint. This was just prior to the signing of the Iran deal,  

67. which gave back to Iran 150 billion dollars and gave us nothing – it will go  
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68. down in history as one of the worst deals ever negotiated. Another  

69. humiliation came when president Obama drew a red line in Syria – and the  

70. whole world knew it meant nothing. In Libya, our consulate – the symbol of  

71. American prestige around the globe – was brought 

72.  down in flames. America is far less safe – and the world is far less stable 

73. than when Obama made the decision to put Hillary Clinton in charge of  

74. America’s foreign policy. I am certain it is a decision he truly regrets. Her  

75. bad instincts and her bad judgement – something pointed out by Bernie  

76. Sanders – are what caused so many of the disasters unfolding today. Let’s  

77. review the  

78. record. In 2009, pre-Hillary, ISIS was not even on the map. Libya was stable.  

79. Egypt was peaceful. Iraq was seeing a reduction in violence. Iran was being  

80. choked by sanctions. Syria was under control. After four years of Hillary  

81. Clinton, what do we have? ISIS has spread across the region, and the world.  

82. Libya is in ruins, and our Ambassador and his staff were left helpless to die at  

83. the hands of savage killers. Egypt was turned over to the radical  

84. Muslim brotherhood, forcing the military to retake control. Iraq is in chaos.  

85.  Iran is on the path to nuclear weapons. Syria is engulfed in a civil war and 

86.  a refugee crisis that now threatens the West. After fifteen years of  

87. wars in the Middle East, after trillions of dollars spent and thousands of lives  

88. lost, the situation is worse than it has ever been before. This is the legacy of  

89. Hillary Clinton: death, destruction, terrorism and weakness. But Hillary  

90. Clinton’s legacy does not have to be America’s legacy. The problems we face  

91. now – poverty and violence at home, war and destruction abroad – will last 

92. as long as we continue relying on the same politicians who created them. A  

93. change in leadership is required to produce a change in outcomes. Tonight, I 

94. share with you my plan of action for America. The most important difference  

95. between our plan and that of our opponents, is that our plan will put America  

96. First. Americanism, not globalism, will be our credo. As long as we’re led by  

97. politicians who will not put America First, then we can be assured that other  

98. nations will not treat America with respect. This will all change when I take  

99. office. The American People will come first once again. My plan will begin  

100. safety at home – which means safe neighborhoods, secure borders, and  

101. protection from terrorism. There can be no prosperity without law and  
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102. order. On the economy, I will outline reforms to add millions of new  

103. jobs and trillions in  

104. new wealth that can be used to rebuild America. A number of these  

105. reforms that I will outline tonight will be opposed by some of our 

106.  nation’s most powerful special interests. That is because these  

107. Interests have rigged our political  

108. and economic system for their exclusive benefit. Big business, elite  

109. media and major donors are lining up behind the campaign of my  

110. opponent because they know she will keep our rigged system in  

111. place. They are throwing money at her because they have total control  

112. over everything she does. She is their puppet, and they pull the string. 

113. That is why  Clinton’s message is that things will never change. 

114.  My message is that things have to change – and they have to change  

115. right now. Every day I wake up determined to deliver a better life for  

116. people all across this nation that have been ignored, neglected and  

117. abandoned. I have visited the laid-off factory workers, and the  

118. communities crushed by our horrible and unfair trade deals.  

119. These are the forgotten men and women of our country. People who 

120.  work hard but no longer have a voice. I AM YOUR VOICE. I have 

121.  embraced crying mothers who have lost their children because our  

122. politician put their personal agendas before the national good. I’ve no 

123. patience for injustice, no tolerance for government incompetence, no 

124.  sympathy for leaders who fail their citizens. When innocent 

125.  people suffer, because our political system lacks the will, or the 

126.  basic decency to enforce our laws – or worse still, has sold out to  

127. some corporate lobbyist for cash – I am not able to look the other way 

128. And when a Secretary of State illegally stores her emails on a private 

129.  server, deletes 33,000 of them so the authorities can’t see her crime,  

130. puts our country at risk, lies about it in every different form and faces  

131.  no consequence.I know that corruption has reached a level like never  

132. before. When the FBI Director says that the Secretary of State was  

133. “extremely careless” and “negligent,” in handling our classified  

134. secrets, I also know that these terms are minor compared to what she  

135. actually did.They were just used to save her from facing justice for  
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136. her terrible crimes. In fact, her single greatest accomplishment may be  

137. committing such an egregious crime and getting away with it    

138. when others, who have done far less, have paid so dearly. When  

139. that same Secretary of State rakes in millions of dollars trading access  

140. and favors to special interests and foreign powers I know the time  for  

141. action has come. I’ joined the political arena so that the powerful can  

142. no longer beat up on people who cannot defend themselves. Nobody  

143. knows the system better than me, which is why I alone can fix it. I’ve 

144. seen firsthand how the system is rigged against our citizens,  like it 

145. was rigged against Bernie Sanders he never had a chance. But his  

146. supporters will join our movement, because we will fix his biggest  

147. issue: trade deals that strip our country of its jobs and wealth. Millions  

148. Democrats will join our movement, because we are going to fix the  

149. system so it works fairly, and justly, for each and every Americanthis 

150. cause, I am proud to have at my side the next Vice President of the  

151. United States: Governor Mike Pence of Indiana. We will bring the  

152. economic success to America that Mike brought to Indiana. He  

153. is a man of character and accomplishment. He is the right man for the  

154. job. The first task for our new Administration will be to liberate our  

155. citizens from the crime and terrorism and lawlessness that threatens  

156. communities. America was shocked to its core when our police  

157. officers in Dallas were so brutally executed.Immediately after Dallas,  

158. we have seen continued threats and violence against our law  

159. enforcement officials. Law officers have been shot or killed in recent  

160. days in Georgia, 

161.  Missouri, Wisconsin, Kansas, Michigan and Tennessee. On Sunday,  

162. more police were gunned down in Baton Rouge, Louisiana. 3 were 

163. killed, and three were badly injured. 161 An attack on law  

164. enforcement is an attack on all Americans.I have a message to every  

165. last person threatening the peace on our streets  and the safety of our  

166. police: when I take the oath of office next year, I will restore law and  

167. order to our country. I will work with, and appoint, the best and  

168. brightest prosecutors and law enforcement officials to get the job  

169. done. In this race for the 
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170. White House, I am the Law And Order candidate. The irresponsible  

171. rhetoric of our President, who has used the pulpit of the presidency to  

172. divide us by race and color, has made America a more dangerous  

173. environment for everyone. This Administration has failed America’s  

174. inner cities. It’s failed them on education. It’s failed them on jobs. It’s  

175. failed them on crime. It’s failed them in every way and on every level.  

176. When I am President, I will work to ensure that all of our kids are 

177. equally, and protected equally. Every action I take, I will ask myself:  

178. does this make life better for young Americans in Baltimore, Chicago,  

179. Detroit, Ferguson who have the same right to live out their dreams as  

180. other child in America? To make life safe for all our citizens, we must  

181. also address the growing threats we face from outside the country: we 

182. going to defeat the barbarians of ISIS. Once again, France is the  

183. victim of brutal Islamic terrorism. Men, women and children  

184. viciously mowed down. Lives ruined. Families ripped apart. A  nation  

185. mourning. The damage and devastation that can be inflicted by 

186.  Islamic radicals has been proven over and over – at the World Trade  

187. Center, at an office party in San Bernardino, at the Boston Marathon,  

188. at a military recruiting center in Chattanooga, and many more. Only  

189. weeks ago, in Orlando, Florida, 49 wonderful Americans were 

190.  savagely murdered by an Islamic terrorist. This time, the terrorist  

191. targeted our LGBTQ community. As your President, I will do 

192.  everything in my power to protect our LGBTQ citizens from the 

193. violence and oppression of a hateful foreign ideology. To protect us  

194. from terrorism, we need to focus on three things. We must 

195. have the best intelligence-gathering operation in the world.   

196. We must abandon the failed policy of nation-building and  

197. regime change that Hillary Clinton pushed in Iraq, Libya, Egypt and 

198.  Syria. Instead, we must work with all of our allies who share our goal  

199. destroying ISIS and stamping out Islamic terror. This includes  

200. working with our greatest ally in the region, the State of Israel.  

201. Recently I have said that NATO was obsolete, because it did not  

202. properly cover terror, and also, that many of the member countries  

203. were not paying their fair share. As usual, the United States has been  
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204. picking up the cost. Shortly thereafter 

205. , it was announced that NATO will be setting up a new  

206. program in order to combat terrorism a true step in the right direction.  

207. Lastly, we must immediately suspend immigration from any nation  

208. has been compromised by terrorism until such time as proven vetting  

209. mechanisms have been put in place. My opponent has called for a 

210. radical 550% increase in Syrian refugees on top of existing massive  

211. refugee flows coming into our country under President Obama. She  

212. proposes this despite the fact that there’s no way to screen these 

213.  refugees in order to find out who they are or where they come from. I  

214. only want to admit individuals into our country who will support our  

215. values and love our people. Anyone who endorses violence, hatred or  

216. oppression is not welcome 

217. in our country and never will be. Decades of record immigration 

218. have produced lower wages and higher unemployment for our citizens 

219.  especially for African-American and Latino. We are going  

220. to have an immigration system that works, but one that works for the 

221.  American people. On Monday, we heard from three parents whose 

222.  children were killed by illegal immigrantsMary Mendoza, Sabine  

223. Durden, and Jamiel Shaw. They are just three brave representatives 

224.  of many thousands who have suffered so gravely. Of all my travels in  

225. this country, nothing has affected me more deeply than the time I’ve  

226. spent with the mothers and fathers who have lost their children to 

227.  violence spilling across our border. These families have no special 

228. interests to represent them. There are no demonstrators to protest  

229. on their behalf. My opponent will never meet with them, or share in  

230. their pain. Instead, my opponent wants Sanctuary Cities. But where  

231. was the sanctuary for Kate Steinle? Where was the Sanctuary for the  

232. children of Mary, Sabine and Jamiel? Where was the Sanctuary for 

233. all the other Americans who have been so brutally murdered, and who  

234. have suffered so horribly? These wounded American families’ve been 

235. alone. But they are alone no longer. Tonight, this candidate and the  

236. whole nation stand in their corner to support them, to send them our 

237.  love, and to pledge in their honor that we will save countless more 
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238.  families from suffering the same awful fate. We are going to build a  

239. great border wall to stop illegal immigration, to stop the gangs and the  

240. violence, and  

241. to stop the drugs from pouring into our communities. I have  

242. been honored to receive the endorsement of America’s Border Patrol  

243. Agents, and will work directly with them to protect the integrity of our  

244. lawful immigration system. By ending catch-and-release on the  

245. border, we will end the cycle of human smuggling and violence. Illegal  

246. border crossings will go down. Peace will be restored. By  

247. enforcing the rules for the millions who overstay their visas, our laws  

248. will finally receive the respect they deserve. Tonight, I want  

249. every American whose demands for immigration security have been  

250. denied – and every politician who has denied them – to listen very  

251. closely to the words am about to say. On January 20th of 2017, the day I  

252. take the oath of office, Americans will finally wake up in a country  

253. where the laws of the United States are enforced. We are going to be  

254. considerate and compassionate to everyone. But my greatest compassion  

255. will be for our own struggling citizens. My plan is the exact opposite of  

256. the radical and dangerous immigration policy of Hillary Clinton.  

257. Americans want relief from uncontrolled immigration. Communities  

258. want relief. Yet Hillary Clinton is proposing mass amnesty, mass 

259.  immigration, and mass lawlessness. Her plan will overwhelm your  

260. schools and hospitals, further reduce your jobs and wages, and make it 

261.  harder for recent immigrants to escape from poverty and join the middle  

262. class. I have a different vision for our workers. It begins with a new, fair  

263. trade policy that protects our jobs and stands up to countries that cheat.  

264. It’s been a signature message of my campaign from day one, and it will 

265.  be a signature feature of my presidency from the moment I take the oath  

266. of office. I have made billions of dollars in business making deals – now  

267. I’m going to make our country rich again. I am going to turn our bad  

268. trade agreements into great trade agreements. America has lost nearly  

269. one-third of its manufacturing jobs since 1997, following the enactment  

270. of disastrous trade deals supported by Bill and Hillary Clinton.  

271. Remember, it was Bill Clinton who signed NAFTA, one of the worst  
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272. economic deals ever made by our country. Never again. I  

273. am going to bring back our jobs to Ohio, and Pennsylvania, and New  

274. York, and Michigan and to all of America – and I am not going to let 

275.  companies move to other countries, firing their employees along the  

276. way, without consequence. My opponent, on the other hand, has  

277. supported virtually every trade agreement that has been destroying our 

278.  middle class She supported NAFTA, and she supported China’s entrance 

279.  into the World Trade Organization – another one of her husband’s  

280. colossal mistakes.She supported the job-killing trade deal with South  

281. Korea She has supported the Trans-Pacific Partnership – which will not  

282. only destroy our manufacturing, but it will make America subject to the  

283. rulings of foreign governments. I pledge to never sign any trad 

284. e agreement that hurts our workers, or that diminishes our freedom and  

285. independence. Instead, I will make individual deals with individual  

286. countries. No longer will we enter into these massive transactions, with  

287. many countries, that are thousands of pages long – and which no one  

288. from our country even reads or understands. We are going to enforce 

289.  all trade violations against any country that cheats. This includes  

290. stopping China’s outrageous theft of intellectual property, along with  

291. their illegal product dumping, and their devastating  currency  

292. manipulation. Our horrible trade agreements with China, and many  

293. others, will be totally renegotiated. That includes renegotiating NAFTA  

294. to get a much better deal for America – and we’ll walk away if we don’t  

295. get the deal that we want. Our country is going to start building and  

296. making things again. Next comes the reform of our tax laws, regulations  

297. and energy rules. While Hillary Clinton plans a massive tax increase, I  

298. have proposed the largest tax reduction of any candidate who has run for 

299.  president this year – Democrat or Republican. Middle-income  

300. Americans and businesses will experience profound relief, and taxes will  

301. be greatly simplified for everyone. America is one of the highest-taxed  

302. nations in the world. Reducing taxes will cause new companies and new  

303. jobs to come roaring back into our country. Then we are going  

304. to deal with the issue of regulation, one of the greatest job-killers of them  

305. all. Excessive regulation is costing our country as much as 2 trillion  
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306. dollars a year, and we will end it. We are going to lift the  

307. restrictions on the production of American energy. This will produce  

308. more than 20 trillion dollars in job-creating economic activity over the  

309. next four decades. My opponent, on the other hand, wants to put  

310. the great miners and steel workers of our country out of work – that will  

311. never happen when I am President. With these new economic  

312. policies, trillions of dollars will start flowing into our country. This new 

313.  wealth will improve the quality of life for all Americans. We will build  

314. the roads, highways, bridges, tunnels, airports, and the railways of  

315. tomorrow. This, in turn, will create millions more jobs. We will rescue  

316. kids from failing schools by helping their parents send them to a safe  

317. school of their choice. My opponent would rather protect bureaucrats  

318. than serve American children. We will repeal and replace disastrous  

319. Obamacare. You will be able to choose your own doctor again. And we  

320. will fix TSA at the airports! We're going to work with all of our students  

321. who are drowning in debt to take the pressure off these young people just  

322. starting out their adult lives. We will completely rebuild our depleted  

323. military, and the countries that we are protecting, at a massive cost to us,  

324. will be asked to pay their fair share. We will take care of our  

325. great Veterans like they have never been taken care of before. My just- 

326. released Ten Point Plan has received tremendous veteran support. We  

327. will guarantee those who serve this country will be able to visit the  

328. doctor or hospital of their choice. My opponent dismissed the VA  

329. scandal – one more sign of how out of touch she really is. We are going 

330.  to ask every Department Head in government to provide a list of  

331. wasteful spending projects that we can eliminate in my first 100 days.  

332. The politicians have talked about it, I’m going to do it. We are also going  

333. to appoint justices to the United States Supreme Court who will uphold  

334. our laws and our Constitution. The replacement of our beloved Justice 

335.  Scalia will be a personof similar views, principles, and judicial  

336. philosophy. This will be one of the most important issues decided by this  

337. election. My opponent wants to essentially abolish the 2 nd amendment.  

338. I, on the other hand, received the early and strong endorsement of the  

339. National Rifle Association and will protect the right of all Americans to  
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340. keep their families safe.At this moment, I would like to thank the  

341. evangelical and religious community in general who have been so good  

342. to me and so supportive. You have much to contribute to our politics, yet  

343. our laws prevent you from speaking your minds from your own pulpits.  

344. An amendment, pushed by Lyndon Johnson, many years ago, threatens  

345. religious institutions with a loss of their tax-exempt status if they openly  

346. advocate their political views. I am going to work very hard to repeal that  

347. language and protect free speech for all Americans. We can  

348. accomplish these great things, and so much more – all we need to do is  

349. start believing in ourselves and in our country again. It is time to  

350. show the whole world that America Is Back – bigger, and better and  

351. stronger than ever before. In this journey, I'm so lucky to have at my side  

352. my wife Melania and my wonderful children, Don, Ivanka, Eric, Tiffany,  

353. and Barron: you will always be my greatest source of pride and joy. My  

354. Dad, Fred Trump, was the smartest and hardest working man I ever  

355. knew. I wonder sometimes what he’d say if he were here to see this  

356. tonight. It’s because of him that I learned, from my youngest age, to  

357. respect the dignity of work and the dignity of working people. He was a  

358. guy most comfortable in the company of bricklayers, carpenters, and  

359. electricians and I have a lot of that in me also. Then there’s my mother,  

360. Mary. She was strong, but also warm and fairminded. She was a truly  

361. great mother. She was also one of the most honest and charitable people  

362. have ever known, and a great judge of character. To my sisters Mary  

363. Anne and Elizabeth, my brother Robert and my late brother Fred, I will  

364. always give you my love—you are most special to me. I have had a truly  

365. great life in business. But now, my sole and exclusive mission is to go to  

366. work for our country – to go to work for you. It’s time to deliver a  

367. victory for the American people. But to do that, we must break free from  

368. the petty politics of the past. America is a nation of believers, dreamers,  

369. and strivers that is being led by a group of censors, critics, and cynics.  

370. Remember: all of the people telling you that you can’t have the country  

371. you want, are the same people telling you that I wouldn’t be standing  

372. here tonight. No longer can we rely on those same people in the media, 

373.  and politics, who will say anything to keep a rigged system in place.  
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374. Instead, we must choose to Believe In America. History is watching us  

375. now. It’s waiting to see if we will rise to the occasion, and if we will  

376. show the whole world that America is still free and independent and  

377. strong. I'm asking for your support tonight so that I can be your  

378. champion in the White House. My opponent asks her supporters to recite  

379. a three-word loyalty pledge. It reads: “I’m With Her”.  I choose to  

380. recite a different pledge. My pledge reads: “I’M WITH YOU – THE 

381.  AMERICAN PEOPLE.” I am your voice. So to every parent who  

382. dreams for their child, and every child who dreams for their future, I say  

383. these words to you tonight: I’m with you, I will fight for you, and I will  

384. win for you. To all Americans tonight, in all of our cities and in all of our  

385. towns, I make this promise: We Will Make America Strong Again. We  

386. Will Make America Proud Again. We Will Make America Safe Again.  

387. And We Will Make America Great Again. God bless You And Good  

388. Night.  

 

Anexo 5: Transcripción discurso Pensacola, Florida 

Fuente: You Tube:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OlVAlhSzMDc 

 

1. It is so great to be back in Florida, my second home. Let me also thank our good  

2. and dear friend, Chairman Jeff Miller, for joining us here today. We’ve worked  

3. closely together on developing much-needed reforms to take care of our  

4. Veterans. 

5. Let me open by making this very important declaration: I love this state, I love  

6. the people of this state, and toge   ther we are going to have an amazing victory in  

7. November. 

8. Decades of political failure and corruption will come swiftly to an end, and a  

9. New American Future will begin. 

10. The citizens of this country will be in charge once more. 

11. The special interests have had their day. That chapter in our history is closing. 

12. The history book is closing on the failed politicians of yesterday. A new chapter  

13. is beginning, and this chapter will be authored by you, the American people. 

14. This will be your time. You will be running the show. Not the donors, not the  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OlVAlhSzMDc
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15. insiders, not the media executives. 

16. Once more, we will have a government of, by and for the people. 

17. All we have to do is cut our ties to the bitter failures of the past, and anything  

18. becomes possible. 

19. Change is coming. 

20. All the people who’ve rigged the system for their own personal benefit are  

21. trying to stop our change campaign because they know that their gravy train has  

22. reached its last stop. 

23. It’s your turn now. This is your time. 

24. The fact that so many encrusted old political insiders oppose our campaign is the  

25. best proof you will ever need that we are fighting for real change – not partisan  

26. change. 

27. We are fighting for all Americans – Democrats, Republicans, Independents,  

28. Conservatives, Liberals – who’ve been failed by this corrupt system. We’re  

29. fighting for everyone who doesn’t have a voice. 

30. We’re also fighting for every region of this country. For every part of Florida,  

31. and every part of America. From Pensacola to Pittsburgh, from Baltimore to  

32. Baton Rouge, we are fighting for every last city and every last person in this  

33. country. 

34. Hillary Clinton is the candidate of the past. 

35. Ours is the campaign of the future. 

36. In this future, we are going to pursue new trade policies that put American  

37. workers first – and that keep jobs in our country. All the people who got  

38. NAFTA wrong, and China wrong, and who are trying to give us the Trans- 

39. Pacific Partnership – are the same failed voices pushing for Hillary Clinton. 

40. Our trade deficit with the world is now nearly $800 billion dollars. We’ve lost  

41. one-third of our manufacturing jobs since Bill and Hillary Clinton gave us  

42. NAFTA. China is manipulating its currency and taking our jobs. We are going  

43. to stop companies from leaving our country and keep those jobs right here in  

44. America. The era of economic surrender is over. 

45. We will also have a very strong border that stops people and drugs from illegally  

46. pouring into our country — and we’re going to build a border wall, and Mexico  

47. will pay for it. 

48. In this new future, we are going to raise your wages. Household incomes are  
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49. over $4,000 less today than they were in the year 2000. 

50. My tax, trade, energy, immigration and regulation reforms will get your salaries  

51. and wages up. Hillary Clinton will continue the failed economic agenda that has  

52. only made her friends rich at your personal expense. Many people in this room  

53. tonight, and across this country, haven’t seen a real wage increase in 18 years. 

54. The people getting rich off of our rigged system have sent tens of millions of  

55. dollars to Hillary Clinton – much of it to her personal bank account – to keep  

56. you from having the future you deserve. 

57. But on November 8th, you get to vote for the future you want. 

58. In this future, we are going to pursue new education policies. At the center of  

59. my plan is school choice. I want every disadvantaged child in America to be  

60. able to attend the public or private school that is right for them and their family. 

61. In this future, we are also going to keep our country out of the endless wars that  

62. have defined Hillary Clinton’s career. 

63. To keep our country out of war, we will remember those three very famous  

64. words: Peace Through Strength. 

65. That means rebuilding our badly depleted military. I laid out a detailed plan this  

66. week to re-invest in our military and our troops. 

67. We are going to build a 350 ship Navy, a 540,000 soldier Army, an Air Force of  

68. 1,200 combat-ready fighter jets, and a Marine Core built on 36 Battalions.  

69. Crucially, we are also going to pursue a state-of-the-art missile defense. 

70. We will start by modernizing our cruisers to provide the Ballistic Missile  

71. Defense capability our nation needs. 

72. As we expand our Navy toward the goal of 350 ships, we will also procure  

73. additional modern destroyers that are designed to handle the missile defense  

74. mission in the coming years. 

75. Just today we were reminded of the need for missile defense after North Korea  

76. performed its fourth nuclear test since Hillary Clinton became Secretary of State. 

77. One more massive Hillary Clinton failure. 

78. Just like she failed in Iran and put them on the path to nuclear weapons. 

79. Hillary Clinton has presided over the greatest series of foreign policy failures  

80. and blunders anyone has ever seen. Her policies have produced massive global 

81.  disorder. 

82. She handed Iraq over to ISIS, unleashing that terror group onto the world. ISIS  
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83. would not be threatening the West today if not for the decisions Hillary Clinton  

84. made. 

85. She helped destabilize Egypt by supporting the ouster of President Mubarak in  

86. exchange for the Muslim Brotherhood. Fortunately, President El-Sisi is now in  

87. charge, but terrorists have gained a foothold in that country. 

88. She helped push Syria into a prolonged civil war by pushing regime change in  

89. that country too – without any plan for the day after. 

90. She failed with China, which has only grown more aggressive. By the way, she  

91. also let China steal hundreds of billions of dollars in our intellectual property. 

92. And of course, Hillary Clinton failed with her Russian Reset. She gave up  

93. missile defense in Poland and the Czech Republic in exchange for nothing in  

94. return. Then, she gave up 20% of U.S. uranium to Russia –while those who  

95. benefited from the deal gave money to the Clintons. 

96. Let’s not forget, Russia went into Crimea on President Obama’s watch. 

97. Unlike Clinton and Obama, we will negotiate with Russia from a position of  

98. strength – not weakness. And weakness is all we get from President Obama and  

99. Hillary Clinton. 

100. The difference between me and my opponent on Vladimir Putin, and in  

101. all negotiations, is that I negotiate by creating leverage so I can extract a  

102. good deal for the United States. 

103. Hillary Clinton negotiates but never gets anything of value for the United  

104. States. Putin laughs at our leaders, and takes them to the cleaners again  

105. and again. 

106. That is why we will rebuild our military, strengthen our economy, and  

107. regain our position of leadership in the world – so we can negotiate from  

108. a position of great strength once again. 

109. If I cannot get a good deal for the United States, I will follow the  

110. example of Ronald Reagan and walk away. That is completely contrary  

111. to the way President Obama and Hillary Clinton negotiate which gets  

112. nothing of value for the United States, ever. They just keep losing. 

113. I will end this legacy of failure and strongly defend the interests of the  

114. United States. 

115. But I will also keep focused on the ultimate goal. We will not seek  

116. endless conflict and hostility; we won’t get trapped in the failed  
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117. approaches of the past. A future where America can find common ground  

118. with countries like Russia and China is a better future for our children. 

119. We will pursue these relationships with our eyes wide open, and a clear  

120. understanding of our many, many differences. I will advocate the  

121. American position with a strength and clarity President Obama and  

122. Hillary Clinton never have. No more apology tours. No more bowing to  

123. foreign powers. We proudly defend America at every single turn. 

124. America will get the respect it deserves. 

125. And if we don’t, I will walk away from the deal like you’ve never seen  

126. anyone walk before. And, believe me, within a short while, they will  

127. come back — but only on my terms, therefore the terms of the American  

128. people. 

129. On these principles, we will pursue our long-term goals of peace – for the  

130. sake of our kids, and for the sake of the world’s future. 

131. Hillary Clinton has failed in every single country where she has ever  

132. gotten involved, and at a very high price for the world. 

133. Her policies have produced only death and destruction, not diplomacy.  

134. She’s trigger-happy, pushing recklessly for regime change – but never  

135. creating or promoting stability, or advancing the core interests of the  

136. United States. 

137. Her only real achievement as Secretary of State has been getting away  

138. with her massive email scandal. She bleached, deleted and destroyed her  

139. emails after a subpoena from Congress. 

140. She lied to Congress while under oath, and smashed her phones with a  

141. hammer to keep them from getting to authorities. 

142. By the way, who has thirteen phones in the first place? Only somebody  

143. with a whole lot to hide. 

144. And we all know what Hillary Clinton was hiding. She was hiding her  

145. pay-for-play scandals as Secretary of State. 

146. Hillary Clinton isn’t just part of the corrupt establishment, she is the  

147. corrupt establishment. 

148. I just saw her press conference today where Hillary Clinton complained  

149. about all of the problems in the world. If only we’d had a competent  

150. Secretary of State who could have prevented all of these problems from  
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151. happening. 

152. Throughout it all, Hillary Clinton and her Foundation raked in millions  

153. and millions of dollars from the most oppressive and brutal regimes on  

154. earth. Hillary Clinton and her Foundation have cozied up to regimes that  

155. oppress and brutalize women, that murder gays, and that violate human  

156. rights on an unimaginable scale. 

157. My Administration will be a voice for all people who are oppressed,  

158. including the millions of women being oppressed by Radical Islam. 

159. Hillary Clinton has been there for 30 years and produced only failure.  

160. Yet people keep giving her money and protecting her. 

161. It’s the powerful protecting the powerful. 

162. The insiders fighting for insiders. 

163. I am fighting for you. 

164. All the people advising Hillary Clinton are the people responsible for the  

165. endless wars and conflicts, and the tragedies in the Middle East. 

166. I am proud to have the support of the retired generals and admirals who  

167. know how to win – and how to avoid endless war. 

168. Let me also take this moment to express our deepest thanks and gratitude  

169. to everyone who has worn the uniform, but most especially to those who  

170. have given the ultimate sacrifice for this country. 

171. There is no greater expression of love than the love shown by the men  

172. and women who have laid down their lives for their country and its  

173. people. 

174. It is our duty to ensure that their sacrifices are not in vain. That means we  

175. don’t issue timetables for political reasons, but that we work with our  

176. generals and our leaders to produce a real plan for victory. 

177. We will pursue a new, steady foreign policy that seeks to advance the  

178. national security interests of the United States – not a reckless,  

179. interventionist globalism that has failed this country so badly. 

180. And we will be clear in naming our enemy: Radical Islamic Terrorism. 

181. The fact that Hillary Clinton can’t even say these words proves how unfit  

182. she is to lead this country. This is one single fact she can never escape. 

183. Any country that shares our goal of defeating this enemy will be our  

184. partner in this mission. 
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185. We will break the cycle of regime change, and refugee crisis, that has  

186. gone on for so many years. 

187. We simply can’t afford to continue down the road we are on right now. 

188. That applies to everything. 

189. Change is needed at every single level of our society. 

190. When I talk about making America Great Again, I’m talking about  

191. creating a future that includes each and every American. 

192. I want the most inclusive, generous and prosperous society we have ever  

193. had. 

194. The possibilities for our future are unlimited. 

195. The Hillary Clinton campaign is so small, so petty, so tired. 

196. If we just break from this bitter, divisive past, we can achieve anything. 

197. That also means breaking from the lies and the deceit of the Clintons.  

198. They want to scare you out of voting for change. The most recent smear  

199. comes from Bill Clinton, who said that the theme of Make America Great  

200. Again is somehow racist – now they’ve unearthed video footage of Bill  

201. Clinton repeatedly using this same phrase. It’s just one more Clinton lie,  

202. one more desperate slander to keep the people from having the future  

203. they deserve. 

204. When I talk about Making America Great Again, I’m talking about  

205. making it Great Again for Everyone – but especially for all of the  

206. Americans who have been left behind. 

207. We are the campaign of unity, and we will deliver amazing things for all  

208. of our people. 

209. New schools, new factories, new infrastructure. 

210. Beautiful skyscrapers will rise all across this nation. We will develop  

211. Detroit, Not Beijing. 

212. Most importantly, we will fight to end the systemic poverty in our inner  

213. cities, and to lift millions of African-Americans and Hispanics out of  

214. poverty. 

215. Here, in Florida, we have such an amazing and diverse community of  

216. Hispanic-Americans – from Cuba, from Puerto Rico, from Venezuela,  

217. from Haiti, from all over. 

218. These incredible Americans will have in Donald J. Trump a President  
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219. who is determined to fight for their jobs, their wages, their schools, and  

220. their futures. 

221. To all Hispanic-Americans who want better jobs and higher wages: I will 

222.  be your champion. 

223. All working people, of all backgrounds and from all places, will have a  

224. true friend in Donald Trump. 

225. In particular, I have a very special place in my heart for those who make  

226. a living as tradesmen, craftsmen and construction workers. 

227. I’ve spent my professional life among construction workers, bricklayers,  

228. electricians and plumbers. I feel more comfortable around blue collar  

229. workers than Wall Street executives. There’s a reason the hedge fund  

230. managers are funding Hillary Clinton’s campaign, and not mine. 

231. My campaign is powered by my own money, but also small dollar  

232. donations from people like all of you who just want their country back. 

233. This is our chance. It’s our last chance to give the people control over  

234. their own futures once again. 

235. Gleaming new plants stretching across our nation. 

236. Young Latino children getting an amazing education at the school of  

237. their choice – and their parents having their jobs protected from unfair  

238. competition. 

239. Our Veterans will get the best healthcare in the world. You can read the  

240. whole plan on our website, DonaldJTrump.com. 

241. Massive tax reductions and tax simplification – so that you can keep  

242. more of your precious time and your hard-earned money. Hillary Clinton  

243. wants to raise your taxes big time. 

244. Most importantly, 2017 will be about unity. 

245. Once again, we will be One American Nation. 

246. We Will Be One American People. 

247. Just imagine what we can accomplish together if we set aside our  

248. differences, and focus on what we have in common as Americans. 

249. We will be one people, living under One God, saluting one beautiful  

250. American Flag. 

251. We Will Make America Proud Again. 

252. We Will Make America Prosperous Again. 
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253. We Will Make America Safe Again. 

254. Friends and fellow citizens, We Will Make America Great Again! 

 

 

Anexo 6: Transcripción mitin Gettysburg, Pensilvania 

Fuente: You Tube:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_R4L-Os2LSI 

 

1. Thank you very much. Thank you, ladies and gentlemen. 

2. Thank you. Please sit down. Thank you. Thank you. 

3. It’s my privilege to be here in Gettysburg, hollow ground where so many lives  

4. were given in service to freedom.Amazing place. 

5. President Lincoln served in a time of división like we’ve never seen before. It is 

6. Is my hope that we look at his example to heal the divisions we are living 

7. Through right now. We’re very divided nation. I’m not a politician and I’ve 

8.  never want to be a politician. Believe me. 

9. But when I saw the trouble our country was in, I knew I couldn’t stand by a  

10. watch any longer. Our country has been so good to me. I love our country. 

11. And I left I had to act. I’ve seen the system up close and personal for many 

12.  yearas. I’ve been a major part of it. I know how the game Works in  

13. Washington and on Wall Street, and I know how they’re rigged the rules 

14. everyday Americans. The rules are rigged. 

15. Nearly 1 in 4 Americans in their prime earning years isn’t even working. 

16. 1 in 5 households have no one with a job. 45 million Americans are on 

17. Food stamps and 47 million are living in poverty. 

18. We have failed out inner cities and in so doing have failed our African 

19. –American and Hispanic communities. We’ve misguided military  

20. Adventures overseas and wars that go on forever that just cannot be won 

21. By the people that are doing it now. They don’t know how to win the 

22. Wars. At home, we have out great veterans dying while waiting for medical 

23. Care. Change hsa to come from outside our very broken system. Our system 

24. Is broken. The fact that Washington and the Washington establishment has  

25. So hard to stop our campaign is only more proof that out campaign represents 

26. The kind of change that only arrives once in a lifetime. The system is totally 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_R4L-Os2LSI
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27. Rigged and broken. First, the issue of voter fraud. According to Pew, there   

28. 24 million voter registration in the United States that are either invalid or  

29. Significantly inaccurate and when I say that there are such inaccuracies, it’s 

30. Unbelievable. 1.8 million dead people are registered to vote and some of them 

31. Are voting. I wonder how that happens. 2.8 million people are registered in 

32. More tan one state. These are numbers, folks. These are numbers. 14 % of 

33. Non- citizens are registered to vote. The system is also rigged because Hillary 

34. Clinton should have been precluded from running for the presidency of the 

35. United States. But the FBI and the Justice Department covered up her crimes, 

36. Which included lying to the FBI and Congress on numerous ocassions and 

37. Included saying “I do not recall” to the FBI on 39 separate times.  

38. She recalls everything else but 39 separate times, she said “I do not recall”. 

39. Well, that’s a lie also. Then there’s the deletion of at least 33,000 emails after 

40. Receiving a subpoena from the USA Congress. That’s after receiving the  

41. Subpoena. As an example, it was announced this week that highly respected 

42. Four star general James Cartwright may be sentenced to up to five years in 

43. Prisión with a massive fine for lying on one occasion to the FBI, and he  

44. Said he did that for national security reasons. Highly respected man. A four 

45. Star general. Just took place two days ago. How must he feel? 

46. A big part of the rigging of this election is the fact that Hillary is 

47. Being allowed to run despite having broken so many laws on so many  

48. Different occasions. Why is she allowed to run? The dishonest mainstream 

49. Media is also part and a major part of this corruption. They’re corrupt.  

50. They lie and fabricate stories to make a candidate that is not their preferred  

51. Choice look as bad and even dangerous as possible. At my rallies, they never 

52. Show or talk about the massive crowd size and try to diminish all of our events. 

53. On the other hand, they don’t show the small size of Hillary’s crowd in fact talk 

54. About how many people are there. Very small crowds. You know it.  

55. Knows it. Over the last two days, three highly respected national polls said  

56. We’re first place. And one of those pollster was the most accurate poll on 

57. The last two cycles. But the media refuses to even say it or put that Word out. 

58. The refuse to talk about it. They’re trying desperately to suppress my vote 

59. And the voice of American people. As an example of the power structure I’m 

60. Fighting, AT&T is buying Time Warner and thus CNN-a deal we will not  
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61. Approve in my administration because it’s too much concentration of power 

62. In the hand of too few. Likewise, Amazon, which through its ownership,  

63. Controls the Washington Post, should be paying massive taxes but it’s not  

64. Paying. And i’ts a very unfair playing field and you see what that’s happening 

65. And what that’s doing to department stores all over the country. 

66. Very, very unfair. And you’re talking about billions and billions of dollars  

67. They should be paying those taxes. Additionally, Comcast’s purchase of NBC 

68. Concentrates far too much power in one massive entity that is trying to tell the 

69. Voters what to think and what to do. Deals like this destroy democracy. And 

70. We’ll look at breaking that deal up and others deals like that. This should new 

71. Ever have been approved in the first place. They’re trying to poison the mind of  

72. American voter. Every woman lied when they came forward to hurt my  

73. Campaign. Total fabrication. The events never happen.Never.Allof these liars 

74. Will be sued after the election is over. But a simple pone call placed to the  

75. Biggest newspapers or televsion networks gets them Wall-to-wall coverage 

76. With virtually no fact-checking whatsoever. Here is why is relevant to you. 

77. If they can fight somebody like me, who has unlimited resources to fight back,  

78.  just look at what they can do to you, your Jobs, your security, your education, 

79.  your health care, the violation of religious liberty, the theft of your Second 

80. Amendment, the loss of your factories, your homes, and much more. 

81. Look at they’ve done to you with your Jobs. It has just been learned on video 

82. That the violent protests at some of my rallies like in Chicago where pólice and 

83. Other were seriously hurt –You saw that Bood pouring down their face- were 

84. Caused by paid –paid-DNC and Clinton campaign operatives. 

85. Now, we didn’t know this. We didn’t know this. This just cameo ut two days  

86. Ago on tape. We didn’t know this. We were amazed at the level of violence. 

87. These were paid operatives. Paid by DNC and probably the Clinton campaign. 

88. This is a criminal act. Policemen were badly hurt and so were many others. And 

89. These people should be prosecuted. But because of the rigged system, they  

90. Probably won’t be. Just like we found out about these paid violents protesters, it  

91. Was probably the DNC and the Clinton campaign that put forward these liars  

92. Their fabricated stories. But we’ll find out about their involvement at a later  

93. Date through litigation, adn I look so forward to doing that. The rigging of the 

94. System is designed for one reason –to keep the corrupt establishment and  
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95. Special interests in power at your expense and at everybody’s expense. 

96. I have no special interest but you – the American voter. 

97.  I didn’t have to do this. Believe me. There’s nothing easy about it. But I had 

98. To do it. I love our country. I love the people of our country, and I left I had to 

99. Do it. One thing we all know is that we will never solve our problems by  

100. Relying on the same politicians who created these problems in the first place. 

101. Hillary Clinton is not running against me. She’s running against change. 

102. And she’s running against all of the American people and all of the 

103. American voters. We now find ourselves at that very special in the road. 

104. Do we repeat the mistakes of the pasto r do we choose to believe that a  

105. Great future –yet unwritten- still lies ahead for us and four our  

106. Wonderful, volved country? I think it does. I know it does. 

107. My economic plan will deliver at least 25 million Jobs in one decade. 

108. Now, our job have been taken away. The’ve gone to Mexico. They’ve 

109. Gone to so many others countries. It’s a one-lane highway where they get 

110. The Jobs, they get the factoies, they get the money, and we het the drugs 

111. And we get the unemployment and it’s going to change. Believe me. 

112. It’s going to change fast. And that goes for all countries. When you look 

113. At China, when you look at every country, every trade deal we have is 

114. Horrible adn we should be ashamed of what people and the people that 

115. Let those deals happen. They’re defective and they knew they were 

116. Defective and they were done for a reason. And believe me, they will 

117. Be unwound so fast. And we will have trade. We will have great trade 

118. And it will be free trade. But it will be fair trade and it will be real. 

119. My security plan –so important. They’ve taken the Jobs from us. My  

120. Security plan will bring safety to out poorest communities. My ethnics 

121. Plan will end the corruption in our government. We will –corruption is  

122. Massive. We will drain the swamp in Washington D.C. and replace it  

123. With a new government of, by, and for the people. Believe me.  

124. That is why I have chosen Gettysburg to unveil this contract.  

125. I’m asking the American people to rise aboc the noise and the  

126. Clutter of our broken politics and to embrace that great faith and  

127. Optimism that has always been the central ingredient in the  

128. American character. And there’s nothing better or stronger tan the  
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129. American character.  I am asking the American people to dream 

130. Big once again. What follows is my 100 day action plan to 

131. America great again. It’s a contract between Donald J. Trump 

132. And the American voters, and it begins with bringing honesty,  

133. Accountability, and change to Washington D.C. Therefore, on the 

134. First day of my term of office, my administration will inmediately  

135. Pursue the following six measure to clean up the corruption and  

136. Special interest collusion in Washington. First,  a constituional  

137. amendment to impose terms limits on all members of Congress. 

138. Secondly, a hiring freeze on all federal employees to reduce federal 

139.  workforce through attrition, exempting military, public safety and public 

140.  health. Third, a requirement that for every federal regulation two  

141. Existing regulations must be eliminated. Regulations are killing our 

142. Country and our Jobs. Fourth, a five-year ban on White House and 

143. Congressional officials from becoming lobbyists after they leave 

144. Government. Sixth, a complete ban on foreign lobbyists raising money 

145. For American elections. It’s what’s happening. On the same day, I will 

146. Begin taking –really taking strongly- seven actions to protect American 

147. Workers. Our American workers have been treated so badly by   

148.  politicians that don’t have their interests at heart. And we’re going to 

149.  Change that very, very fast. First, I will announce my intention to totally 

150. Renegotiate NAFTA –one of the worst deals our country has ever made  

151. Signed by Bill Clinton- or withdrawal from the deal under Article 2205. 

152. Second, I will announce our withdrawal from the Trans- Pacific  

153. Partnership- a potential disaster for our country. Third, I will direct 

154. My Secretar of the Treasury to label China a currency manipulator. 

155. Cina is a currency manipulator. What they have done to us by playing 

156. Currency is very sad. And I don’t blame them. They’ve been very Smart. 

157. I blame our politicians for letting this take place. So easy to stop. 

158. So easy to stop. Fourth, I will direct the Secretary of Commerce and U.S.  

159. Representative to identify all foreign trading abuses that unfairly impact  

160. American workers and direct to use every tool under American and  

161. International law to end those abuses inmediately. Fifth, very  

162. Importantly, I will lift the restrictions on the production of $50 trillion 
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163. Worth of job-producing American energy reserves, including shale, 

164. Oil, natural gas, and clean coal. And we will puto ur miners back to  

165. Work. Sixth, I will the Obama-Clinton roadblocks that allowed this 

166. Vital energy infraestructura projects to go forward. We have roadblocks 

167. Like you have never ever seen –environmental blocks, structural blocks. 

168. We’re going to allow the Keystone Pipeline and so many others things 

169. To move forward. Tremendous number of Jobs and food for our country. 

170. We’re going to cancel billions un payments to United Nations’ climate 

171. Change programs and use them to fix America’s wáter and  

172. Environmental infraestructure. We’re paying billions and billions 

173. And billions of dollars. We’re going to fix our own environment. 

174. Additionally on the first day, I will take the following five actions 

175. To restore security and constitutional rule of law. We have to do that. 

176. Cancel every unconstitutional executive action memorándum and order 

177. Issued by President Obama. Second,begin the process of selecting a 

178.  replacement for Justice Acalia, whose wife by the way has a Trump sign. 

179. His wife is a phenomenal woman. Has a Trump sign in her front yard.  

180. It’s that nice? I just found that out this morning. Boom. It’s that nice? 

181. He was great. From one of the 20 judges on my list. You know we’re  

182. Going to make great decisions from 20 outstanding judges on a list that 

183. We submitted who will uphold and defend the Constitution of the USA. 

184. Third, we will cancel all federal funding of sanctuary cities. Fourth, we 

185. Will begin removing the more that 2 million criminal illegal inmigrants  

186. From the country. These are drug dealers, gang heads, gang members, 

187. Killers. And cancel visas to foreign countries that won’t taken them  

188. Back. And when Hillary Clinton was Secretary of State and they had 

189. Someone who was bad –really bad- and they brought him back to the 

190. Country and the country wouldn’t taken him, she said: “Well, bring 

191. Him back. We don’t want to force the country to take him”. 

192. There won’t be one such instance if I become president. Believe 

193. Me. We’re goint to suspend inmigration from terror prone regions 

194. Where vetting cannot safely occur. And if you took at Syria and the 

195. Migration, we’re taking in thousand of people into our country. We  

196. Have no idea they are, what their thought process is, where do they 
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197. Come from. And Hillary Clinton wants to increase the  number of 

198. Those thousands and thousand currently pouring in by 550 %. 

199. Radical Islamic terror is right around the corner. We have to be so  

200. Tough, so Smart, so vigilant. We can’t allow that to happen. 

201. We have enough problems. All vetting of people coming into 

202. Out contry will be considered extreme vetting. We will be very 

203. Careful. Next, I will work with Congress to introduce the following 

204. Broader legislative measures and fight for their passage within the first 

205. 100 days of my administration.Middle class tax relief and simplification 

206. Act, an economic plan desgned to grow the economy 4% a year and  

207. create at least 25 million new Jobs through massive tax reduction and  

208. simplification in combination with trade reform, regulatory relief, and  

209. lifting the restrictions on American energy. We need that so badly. Jobs. 

210. We need Jobs. Our Jobs have left us. Our good Jobs have really left us. 

211. The largest tax reductions are for the middle class, who have been  

212. Forgotten. It’s called the forgotten man and woman. They have been 

213. Forgotten. The middle class with family of two children will get basically 

214. Approximately a 35 % tax cut and that’s what they can use and that 

215. Money will go back into the economy. The current number of backets  

216. Will be reduced from seven to three, and tax forms will likewise be 

217. Greatly simplified. The business rate will be lowered from 35 % to 15% 

218. And the trillions of dollars of American corporate money overseas can 

219. Now be brought back at 10 % rate. It’s stuck. We can’t bring it back. 

220. -$2.5 trillion to $5 trillion. Companies can’t get it back into the country. 

221. Some companies are actually leaving not only because taxes are so high 

222.  but because they can’t get their money. And they are actually leaving to  

223. get their money. And they are actually leaving to get their money. 

224. We are going to simplify that. We’re going to have them bring the money 

225. Back into our country and use the money and spend the money on  

226. Building our country. End the offshoring act, establish tariffs to  

227. Discourage companies from laying off their workers in orden to relocate 

228. To other countries and ship their products back to the USA tax free. 

229. They leave the USA like Carrier, like Ford, like so many others. They 

230. Leave the USA. They fire all of their employees. They go to Mexico  
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231. Or another country.They build a beautiful Brand new plant. They hire 

232. Other people. They then take their air conditioners, their cars, whatever 

233. They’re making, they send it tax free across what will be a very strong 

234. Border. Believe me. But they send it tax free across the border and what 

235. Do we end up with? We have unemployment, tremendous losses, and 

236. We have none of the benefits. So we will establish tariffs that when they 

237. Do that, there will be consequences. We’ll work with them. We’ll be  

238. Nice. We’ll be fair. But there has to be consequences. And when they  

239. Know there are consequences, our companies will stop leaving the USA 

240. Are going to other countries. The American infraestructura act leverages 

241. Public private partnerships and private investments through tax  

242. Incentives to spur $1 trillion in infraestructura investment over the next 

243. 10 years. Our infraestructura is in such trouble. We’ve doubled our 

244. National debt to $20 trillion under President Obama. In less than 8 $ 

245. Years, $10 trillions has beed added. Think of it. And we haven’t fixed 

246. Anything. We haven’t fixed anything. What have we done? Our roads 

247. Are broken. Our bridges, our tunnels, our hospitals, our schools. 

248. And que have $20 trillion in debt –all time high. That’s true. Our 

249. VA hospitals are in bad shape and our VA is nun very, very shape. 

250. And we will fix that. We are going to work on fixing that because our  

251. Veterans have not been treated properly. We have illegal inmigrant that  

252. Are treated far better in many instances tan our veterans and we’re 

253. Not going to have that. School choice and education opportunity act  

254. redirects education dollars to give parents the right to send their kids, 

255.  their children, to public, private, chárter, magnet, religious or home 

256. School of their choice. And so importantly, we’ew going to end  

257. Common Core and bring education supervisión to local communities. 

258. We do so badly on education. If you look at the list and you see 

259. Sweden, Norway, Denmark, differents countries at teh top, you see 

260. Us the bottom. And yet, by far, per pupil more money that anybody  

261. And it’s not even close. We spend more money per pupil than anybody. 

262. Not even close. We’re at the bottom of the list. Other countries spending 

263. Far less per pupil are at the top of the list. So obviosly, our current  

264. System is not working. We will change it and we will make it good. 
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265. It expands vocational and technical education, which we’ve totally  

266. Forgotten about in this country, and make two and four oyear colleges  

267. More affordable. Have you ever gone to school and you’ve with people 

268. Who aren’t good students but they can fix and engine or they can build 

269. A Wall or they can do things you wouldn’t even think about? Because 

270. We can use some of the ones who build the Wall. We’re going to need 

271. Them. We’re going to need them. But did you ever see that? How they’re 

272. Genius at fixing a car. They can do anything. But history? Not so good.  

273. Physics? Not so good. We have to open vocational again. Those are 

274. The people. There are great people. The repeal and replace Obamacare 

275. Act. Fully repal Obamacare and replace it with health saving accounts.  

276. And we can do that. The health saving account –it’s one way- there are  

277. Numerous ways. But ths one very good way. The ability to purchase 

278. Health insurance across state lines, which we have to because that’s 

279. Competition. The politicians won’t let go of it because the insurance 

280. Companies, they don’t want competition. But we’ll open it up. Believe 

281. Me. We’ll get rid of that. I’ve been saying i for years. And let states 

282. Manage Medicaid funds. It will be so good. Reforms will also include 

283. Cutting the red tape at the FDA. There are over 4,000 drugs awaiting  

284. Approval and we especially want to speed the approval of life-saving  

285. Medications. They’re looking at drugs that are looking very good and  

286. You have terminal patients. That it’s over. These people. They’re dying. 

287. They want to get the drug. They won’t be living much longer. And  

288. We study it for years and years. At some point, they have to do what they 

289. Have to do. They have to do it properly. But we have 4,000 different  

290. Drugs and products wainting in line for approval and we can’t get them 

291. Approved. We’re going to speed up that process very significantly. 

292. Affordable child care and Elder care allows Americans to deduct child 

293.  care and Elder care from their taxes, incetivizes, empoyers to provide 

294.  on-site –so important- child care services. And you see that with a  

295. Couple of companies and it’s such a great thing to see. And creates 

296. Tax-free dependent care saving- accounts for both Young and elderly 

297. Dependents, with matching contributions for low-income families.  

298. So good. End illegal inmigration act fully funds the construction of a  
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299. Wall on our southern border. Don’t worry about it. Remember, I said  

300. Mecico is paying for the Wall. With the full understanding that the 

301. Country of mexico will be reimbursing the USA for the full cost of 

302. Such a Wall. Okay? We’re going to have the Wall.Mexico’s going to 

303. Pay for the Wall. Mexico’s- by the way, I met with the president of 

304. Mexico 2.5 months ago. Wonderful meeting. Wonderful person. But 

305. I told him it’s a two-way highway, not a one-way highway. We have 

306. Our people. We have to take care of our people. We have to protect our 

307. People. So it’s got to be a two way Street. Otherwise, it’s goingt to be 

308. A whole different deal. But it establishes a twi-year mandatory mínimum  

309. Proson sentences if people coming in illegally for illegally re-entering 

310. The USA after a previous deportation and a five-year mandatory 

311. Mínimum for illegally re-entering for those with convictions, multiple 

312. Misdemeanor convictions, or two or more prior deportations. 

313. So when somebody comes in, we send them out. They come back 

314. In. They go to prisión for quite a while. They come back. They come 

315. Back again? They go five years. Because what’s happening is they’re 

316. Coming back 10 times, and I could go case after case. 

317. They come back. Look at what happened in San Francisco. Five times 

318. He came back. On the fifth time, he killed Kate (Steinle). Five times. 

319. But so many others –one 10 times came back. Killed somebody after  

320. 10 times. When they get deported, they stay out. Other wise, they have 

321. Very serius prison terms. They will stay out. Once do that they will  

322. Stay out. Right now, they have no consequence. They have no  

323. Consequences. Also reforms on visa rules to enhance penalties for 

324. Overstayinh and to ensure open Jobs are offered to American workers 

325. First. Number eight, restoring community safety act reduces 

326.  surgingcrimes, drugs, and violence by creating a task force on violent  

327. Crime and icreasing funding for programs that traind and assist your 

328. Local pólice, who are doing such a great job. Believe me. 

329. Icrease the resources for federal law enforcement agencies and federal 

330. Prosecutors to dismantlecriminal gangs and put violent offenders behind 

331. Bars oro ut country and into the country where they came from. 

332. Restoring national security act, which rebuilds our military by 
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333. Eliminating the defense sequester, which has been very tough on our 

334. Military, and expanding military investment. Now, at no time practically  

335. Do we need a military like right now. We don’t want to use it. But it’s  

336. Peace through stregh. We need a strong military. Our military is so  

337. Terrily depleted. It also provides out great veterans with the ability 

338. Ro receive public VA treatment or attend a private doctor of their choice. 

339. If they’re waiting on line –and I have the plan up we’ve gotten as you  

340. Know tremendous support from veterans, from law enforcement, from 

341. Veterans, from the military. Tremendous support. But if they’re waiting 

342. On line, and you see it- 22 suicides a day. People don0t even believe it 

343. 22 a day. But if they’re waiing on line for seven days, six days, nine  

344. Days, they can’t get to see a doctor and a simple procedure or a simple 

345. Prescription can solve their problema and they become very sick and 

346. They die. They die waiting in line.We’re going to give them the power to 

347. Go across the Street to a local doctor, a private doctor, a public hospital 

348. Or a private hospital, all looking to help and all looking to do business. 

349. And we’ll pay the bill. So much cheaper but much more importantly, the 

350. Veterans will finally be taken care of properly because what they’re  

351. Going through now is unacceptable. Also, we’re going to protect our  

352. Vital infraestructura from the new thing –it’s called cyber attack. 

353. It establishes new screening procedures for inmigration to ensure those 

354. Who are admitted to out country support out people and our values. 

355. We want people that love out country or can love out contry and 

356. People that will love out citizens. We want people that can love us. 

357. And there are ways throgh taletn of determining that, and countries 

358. Do but we don’t. Just come on, folks. Come on in. Clean up corruption 

359. In Washington act enacts tough new ethics reforms to reduce the  

360. Corrupting influence of special interests and donors on our politics. 

361. On November 8th, Americans will be voting for this 100-day plan to  

362. Restore prosperity to our country, secure our communities and honesty 

363. To our government. This is my pledge to you, and if we follow these  

364. Steps, we will once more have government of, by, and for the people. 

365. And importantly, we will make America great again. Believe me. 

366. Thank you. Thank you.  
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Anexo 7: Transcripción discurso investidura 

Fuente: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sRBsJNdK1t0 

 

1. Chief Justice Roberts, President Carter, President Clinton, President Bush,  

2. President Obama, fellow Americans, and people of the world: Thank you. 

3. We, the citizens of America, are now joined in a great national effort to rebuild  

4. our country and to restore its promise for all of our people. 

5. Together, we will determine the course of America and the world for years to  

6. come. 

7. We will face challenges. We will confront hardships. But we will get the job  

8. done. 

9. Every four years, we gather on these steps to carry out the orderly and peaceful  

10. transfer of power, and we are grateful to President Obama and First Lady  

11. Michelle Obama for their gracious aid throughout this transition. They have  

12. been magnificent. 

13. Today's ceremony, however, has very special meaning. Because today we are  

14. not merely transferring power from one administration to another, or from one  

15. party to another -- but we are transferring power from Washington, D.C. and  

16. giving it back to you, the American People. 

17. For too long, a small group in our nation's Capital has reaped the rewards of  

18. government while the people have borne the cost. Washington flourished -- but  

19. the people did not share in its wealth. Politicians prospered -- but the jobs left,  

20. and the factories closed. 

21. The establishment protected itself, but not the citizens of our country. Their  

22. victories have not been your victories; their triumphs have not been your  

23. triumphs; and while they celebrated in our nation's capital, there was little to  

24. celebrate for struggling families all across our land. 

25. That all changes -- starting right here, and right now, because this moment is  

26. your moment: it belongs to you. 

27. It belongs to everyone gathered here today and everyone watching all across  

28. America. This is your day. This is your celebration. And this, the United States  

29. of America, is your country. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sRBsJNdK1t0
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30. What truly matters is not which party controls our government, but whether our  

31. government is controlled by the people. January 20th 2017, will be remembered  

32. as the day the people became the rulers of this nation again. The forgotten men  

33. and women of our country will be forgotten no longer. 

34. Everyone is listening to you now. 

35. You came by the tens of millions to become part of a historic movement the  

36. likes of which the world has never seen before. At the center of this movement  

37. is a crucial conviction: that a nation exists to serve its citizens. 

38. Americans want great schools for their children, safe neighborhoods for their  

39. families, and good jobs for themselves. These are the just and reasonable  

40. demands of a righteous public. 

41. But for too many of our citizens, a different reality exists: Mothers and children  

42. trapped in poverty in our inner cities; rusted-out factories scattered like  

43. tombstones across the landscape of our nation; an education system flush with  

44. cash, but which leaves our young and beautiful students deprived of knowledge;  

45. and the crime and gangs and drugs that have stolen too many lives and robbed  

46. our country of so much unrealized potential. 

47. This American carnage stops right here and stops right now. 

48. We are one nation -- and their pain is our pain. Their dreams are our dreams; and  

49. their success will be our success. We share one heart, one home, and one  

50. glorious destiny. 

51. The oath of office I take today is an oath of allegiance to all Americans. 

52. For many decades, we've enriched foreign industry at the expense of American  

53. industry; subsidized the armies of other countries while allowing for the very  

54. sad depletion of our military; we've defended other nation's borders while  

55. refusing to defend our own; and spent trillions of dollars overseas while  

56. America's infrastructure has fallen into disrepair and decay. 

57. We've made other countries rich while the wealth, strength, and confidence of  

58. our country has disappeared over the horizon. 

59. One by one, the factories shuttered and left our shores, with not even a thought  

60. about the millions upon millions of American workers left behind. 

61. The wealth of our middle class has been ripped from their homes and then  

62. redistributed across the entire world. 

63. But that is the past. And now we are looking only to the future. We assembled  
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64. here today are issuing a new decree to be heard in every city, in every foreign  

65. capital, and in every hall of power. 

66. From this day forward, a new vision will govern our land. 

67. From this moment on, it's going to be America First. 

68. Every decision on trade, on taxes, on immigration, on foreign affairs, will be  

69. made to benefit American workers and American families. We must protect our  

70. borders from the ravages of other countries making our products, stealing our  

71. companies, and destroying our jobs. Protection will lead to great prosperity and  

72. strength. 

73. I will fight for you with every breath in my body -- and I will never, ever let you  

74. down. 

75. America will start winning again, winning like never before. 

76. We will bring back our jobs. We will bring back our borders. We will bring back  

77. our wealth. And we will bring back our dreams. 

78. We will build new roads, and highways, and bridges, and airports, and tunnels,  

79. and railways all across our wonderful nation. 

80. We will get our people off of welfare and back to work -- rebuilding our country  

81. with American hands and American labor. 

82. We will follow two simple rules: Buy American and hire American. 

83. We will seek friendship and goodwill with the nations of the world -- but we do  

84. so with the understanding that it is the right of all nations to put their own  

85. interests first. 

86. We do not seek to impose our way of life on anyone, but rather to let it shine as  

87. an example for everyone to follow. 

88. We will reinforce old alliances and form new ones -- and unite the civilized  

89. world against radical Islamic terrorism, which we will eradicate completely from  

90. the face of the Earth. 

91. At the bedrock of our politics will be a total allegiance to the United States of  

92. America, and through our loyalty to our country, we will rediscover our loyalty  

93. to each other. 

94. When you open your heart to patriotism, there is no room for prejudice. The  

95. Bible tells us, "How good and pleasant it is when God's people live together in  

96. unity." 

97. We must speak our minds openly, debate our disagreements honestly, but  
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98. always pursue solidarity. 

99. When America is united, America is totally unstoppable. 

100. There should be no fear -- we are protected, and we will always be  

101. protected. 

102. We will be protected by the great men and women of our military and  

103. law enforcement and, most importantly, we are protected by God. 

104. Finally, we must think big and dream even bigger. 

105. In America, we understand that a nation is only living as long as it is  

106. striving. 

107. We will no longer accept politicians who are all talk and no action –  

108. constantly complaining but never doing anything about it. 

109. The time for empty talk is over. Now arrives the hour of action. 

110. Do not let anyone tell you it cannot be done. No challenge can match the  

111. heart and fight and spirit of America. 

112. We will not fail. Our country will thrive and prosper again. 

113. We stand at the birth of a new millennium, ready to unlock the mysteries  

114. of space, to free the Earth from the miseries of disease, and to harness the  

115. energies, industries and technologies of tomorrow. 

116. A new national pride will stir our souls, lift our sights, and heal our  

117. divisions. 

118. It is time to remember that old wisdom our soldiers will never forget: that  

119. whether we are black or brown or white, we all bleed the same red blood  

120. of patriots, we all enjoy the same glorious freedoms, and we all salute the  

121. same great American Flag. 

122. And whether a child is born in the urban sprawl of Detroit or the  

123. windswept plains of Nebraska, they look up at the same night sky, they  

124. fill their heart with the same dreams, and they are infused with the breath  

125. of life by the same almighty Creator. 

126. So to all Americans, in every city near and far, small and large, from  

127. mountain to mountain, and from ocean to ocean, hear these words: 

128. You will never be ignored again. 

129. Your voice, your hopes, and your dreams will define our American  

130. destiny. And your courage and goodness and love will forever guide us  

131. along the way. 
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132. Together, We will make America strong again. 

133. We will make wealthy again. 

134. We will make America proud again. 

135. We will make America safe again. 

136. And yes, together, we will make America great again. Thank you. God bless  

137. you. And God bless America. 

 

Anexo 8: Transcripción discurso ante el Congreso 

Fuente: You Tube: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S02SNC8xpzU 

 

1. Thank you very much.  Mr. Speaker, Mr. Vice President, members of  

2. Congress, the First Lady of the United States and citizens of  

3. America.Tonight, as we mark the conclusion of our celebration of Black  

4. History Month, we are reminded of our nation's path towards civil rights and 

5.  the work that still remains to be done. Recent threats targeting Jewish  

6. community centers and vandalism of Jewish cemeteries, as well as last week's  

7. shooting in Kansas City, remind us that while we may be a nation divided on  

8. policies, we are a country that stands united in condemning hate and evil in all  

9. of its very ugly forms. 

10. Each American generation passes the torch of truth, liberty and justice in an  

11. unbroken chain all the way down to the present.  That torch is now in our  

12. hands.  And we will use it to light up the world.  I am here tonight to deliver 

a  

13. message of unity and strength, and it is a message deeply delivered from my  

14. heart.  A new chapter -- (applause) -- of American Greatness is now  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S02SNC8xpzU
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15. beginning.  A new national pride is sweeping across our nation.  And a new  

16. surge of optimism is placing impossible dreams firmly within our grasp. 

17. What we are witnessing today is the renewal of the American spirit.  Our 

allies  

18. will find that America is once again ready to lead.  (Applause.)  All the 

nations  

19. of the world -- friend or foe -- will find that America is strong, America is  

20. proud, and America is free. 

21. In nine years, the United States will celebrate the 250th anniversary of our  

22. founding -- 250 years since the day we declared our independence.  It will 

be  

23. one of the great milestones in the history of the world.  But what will 

America  

24. look like as we reach our 250th year?  What kind of country will we leave 

for  

25. our children? 

26. I will not allow the mistakes of recent decades past to define the course of 

our  

27. future.  For too long, we've watched our middle class shrink as we've 

exported  

28. our jobs and wealth to foreign countries.  We've financed and built one 

global  

29. project after another, but ignored the fates of our children in the inner cities 

of  

30. Chicago, Baltimore, Detroit, and so many other places throughout our land. 
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31. We've defended the borders of other nations while leaving our own borders  

32. wide open for anyone to cross and for drugs to pour in at a now 

unprecedented  

33. rate.  And we've spent trillions and trillions of dollars overseas, while our  

34. infrastructure at home has so badly crumbled. 

35. Then, in 2016, the Earth shifted beneath our feet.  The rebellion started as a  

36. quiet protest, spoken by families of all colors and creeds -- families who 

just  

37. wanted a fair shot for their children and a fair hearing for their concerns. 

38. But then the quiet voices became a loud chorus as thousands of citizens 

now  

39. spoke out together, from cities small and large, all across our 

country.  Finally,  

40. the chorus became an earthquake, and the people turned out by the tens of  

41. millions, and they were all united by one very simple, but crucial demand: 

that  

42. America must put its own citizens first.  Because only then can we truly 

make  

43. America great again.   

44. Dying industries will come roaring back to life.  Heroic veterans will get 

the  

45. care they so desperately need.  Our military will be given the resources its  

46. brave warriors so richly deserve.  Crumbling infrastructure will be replaced  

47. with new roads, bridges, tunnels, airports and railways gleaming across our  

48. very, very beautiful land.  Our terrible drug epidemic will slow down and,  

49. ultimately, stop.  And our neglected inner cities will see a rebirth of hope,  
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50. safety and opportunity.  Above all else, we will keep our promises to the  

51. American people.    

52. It's been a little over a month since my inauguration, and I want to take this  

53. moment to update the nation on the progress I've made in keeping those  

54. promises. 

55. Since my election, Ford, Fiat-Chrysler, General Motors, Sprint, Softbank,  

56. Lockheed, Intel, Walmart and many others have announced that they will  

57. invest billions and billions of dollars in the United States, and will create 

tens  

58. of thousands of new American jobs.  

59. The stock market has gained almost $3 trillion in value since the election on  

60. November 8th, a record.  We've saved taxpayers hundreds of millions of  

61. dollars by bringing down the price of a fantastic -- and it is a fantastic -- 

new  

62. F-35 jet fighter, and we'll be saving billions more on contracts all across our  

63. government.  We have placed a hiring freeze on non-military and non-

essential  

64. federal workers. 

65. We have begun to drain the swamp of government corruption by imposing a  

66. five-year ban on lobbying by executive branch officials and a lifetime ban –  

67. (applause) -- thank you -- and a lifetime ban on becoming lobbyists for a  

68. foreign government. 

69. We have undertaken a historic effort to massively reduce job-crushing  

70. regulations, creating a deregulation task force inside of every government  
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71. agency.  (Applause.)  And we’re imposing a new rule which mandates that 

for  

72. every one new regulation, two old regulations must be 

73.  eliminated.  (Applause.)  We’re going to stop the regulations that threaten 

the  

74. future and livelihood of our great coal miners.  

75. We have cleared the way for the construction of the Keystone and Dakota  

76. Access Pipelines -- (applause) -- thereby creating tens of thousands of  

77. jobs.  And I've issued a new directive that new American pipelines be made  

78. with American Steel. 

79. We have withdrawn the United States from the job-killing Trans-Pacific  

80. Partnership.  (Applause.)  And with the help of Prime Minister Justin 

Trudeau,  

81. we have formed a council with our neighbors in Canada to help ensure that  

82. women entrepreneurs have access to the networks, markets and capital they  

83. need to start a business and live out their financial dreams.   

84. To protect our citizens, I have directed the Department of Justice to form a  

85. Task Force on Reducing Violent Crime.  I have further ordered the 

86.  Departments of Homeland Security and Justice, along with the Department 

of  

87. State and the Director of National Intelligence, to coordinate an aggressive  

88. strategy to dismantle the criminal cartels that have spread all across our  

89. nation.  We will stop the drugs from pouring into our country and poisoning  
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90. our youth, and we will expand treatment for those who have become so 

badly 

91.  addicted.   

92. At the same time, my administration has answered the pleas of the 

American  

93. people for immigration enforcement and border security.  (Applause.)  By  

94. finally enforcing our immigration laws, we will raise wages, help the  

95. unemployed, save billions and billions of dollars, and make our 

communities  

96. safer for everyone.  (Applause.)  We want all Americans to succeed, but 

that  

97. can't happen in an environment of lawless chaos.  We must restore integrity  

98. and the rule of law at our borders.   

99. For that reason, we will soon begin the construction of a great, great wall 

along  

100. our southern border.  (Applause.)  As we speak tonight, we are  

101. removing gang members, drug dealers, and criminals that threaten our  

102. communities and prey on our very innocent citizens.  Bad ones are  

103. going out as I speak, and as I promised throughout the campaign. 

104. To any in Congress who do not believe we should enforce our laws, I  

105. would ask you this one question:  What would you say to the American  

106. family that loses their jobs, their income, or their loved one because  

107. America refused to uphold its laws and defend its borders?  (Applause.) 
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108. Our obligation is to serve, protect, and defend the citizens of the United  

109. States.  We are also taking strong measures to protect our nation from  

110. radical Islamic terrorism.  (Applause.)  According to data provided by  

111. the Department of Justice, the vast majority of individuals convicted of  

112. terrorism and terrorism-related offenses since 9/11 came here from  

113. outside of our country.  We have seen the attacks at home -- from  

114. Boston to San Bernardino to the Pentagon, and, yes, even the World 

115.  Trade Center. 

116. We have seen the attacks in France, in Belgium, in Germany, and all  

117. over the world.  It is not compassionate, but reckless to allow  

118. uncontrolled entry from places where proper vetting cannot  

119. occur.  (Applause.)  Those given the high honor of admission to the  

120. United States should support this country and love its people and its  

121. values.  We cannot allow a beachhead of terrorism to form inside  

122. America.  We cannot allow our nation to become a sanctuary for  

123. extremists.  

124. That is why my administration has been working on improved vetting  

125. procedures, and we will shortly take new steps to keep our nation safe  

126. and to keep out those out who will do us harm.  

127. As promised, I directed the Department of Defense to develop a plan to  

128. demolish and destroy ISIS -- a network of lawless savages that have  
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129. slaughtered Muslims and Christians, and men, and women, and children  

130. of all faiths and all beliefs.  We will work with our allies, including our  

131. friends and allies in the Muslim world, to extinguish this vile enemy  

132. from our planet. 

133. I have also imposed new sanctions on entities and individuals who  

134. support Iran's ballistic missile program, and reaffirmed our unbreakable  

135. alliance with the State of Israel.  

136. Finally, I have kept my promise to appoint a justice to the United States  

137. Supreme Court, from my list of 20 judges, who will defend our  

138. Constitution.   

139. I am greatly honored to have Maureen Scalia with us in the gallery  

140. tonight.  Thank you, Maureen.  Her late, great husband,  

141. Antonin Scalia, will forever be a symbol of American justice.  To fill  

142. his seat, we have chosen Judge Neil Gorsuch, a man of incredible skill  

143. and deep devotion to the law.  He was confirmed unanimously by the  

144. Court of Appeals, and I am asking the Senate to swiftly approve his  

145. nomination. 

146. Tonight, as I outline the next steps we must take as a country, we must  

147. honestly acknowledge the circumstances we inherited.  Ninety-four  

148. million Americans are out of the labor force.  Over 43 million people  

149. are now living in poverty, and over 43 million Americans are on food  
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150. stamps.  More than one in five people in their prime working years are  

151. not working.  We have the worst financial recovery in 65 years.  In the  

152. last eight years, the past administration has put on more new debt than  

153. nearly all of the other Presidents combined. 

154. We've lost more than one-fourth of our manufacturing jobs since  

155. NAFTA was approved, and we've lost 60,000 factories since China  

156. joined the World Trade Organization in 2001.  Our trade deficit in  

157. goods with the world last year was nearly $800 billion dollars.  And  

158. overseas we have inherited a series of tragic foreign policy disasters. 

159. Solving these and so many other pressing problems will require us to  

160. work past the differences of party.  It will require us to tap into the  

161. American spirit that has overcome every challenge throughout our long 

162.  and storied history.  But to accomplish our goals at home and abroad,  

163. we must restart the engine of the American economy -- making it easier 

164.  for companies to do business in the United States, and much, much 

165.  harder for companies to leave our country. 

166. Right now, American companies are taxed at one of the highest rates  

167. anywhere in the world.  My economic team is developing historic tax  

168. reform that will reduce the tax rate on our companies so they can  

169. compete and thrive anywhere and with anyone.  (Applause.)  It will be a  

170. big, big cut.    
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171. At the same time, we will provide massive tax relief for the middle  

172. class.  We must create a level playing field for American companies  

173. and our workers.  We have to do it.  (Applause.)  Currently, when we  

174. ship products out of America, many other countries make us pay very  

175. high tariffs and taxes.  But when foreign companies ship their products  

176. into America, we charge them nothing, or almost nothing. 

177. I just met with officials and workers from a great American company, 

178.  Harley-Davidson.  In fact, they proudly displayed five of their  

179. magnificent motorcycles, made in the USA, on the front lawn of the  

180. White House. And they wanted me to ride one and I said, "No, thank  

181. you." At our meeting, I asked them, how are you doing, how is  

182. business?  They said that it's good.  I asked them further, how are you  

183. doing with other countries, mainly international sales?  They told me –  

184. without even complaining, because they have been so mistreated for so  

185. long that they've become used to it -- that it's very hard to do business  

186. with other countries because they tax our goods at such a high  

187. rate.  They said that in the case of another country, they taxed their  

188. motorcycles at 100 percent.  They weren't even asking for a  

189. change.  But I am.   

190. I believe strongly in free trade but it also has to be fair trade.  It's been a  

191. long time since we had fair trade.  The first Republican President,  
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192. Abraham Lincoln, warned that the "abandonment of the protective  

193. policy by the American government… will produce want and ruin  

194. among our people."  Lincoln was right -- and it's time we heeded his  

195. advice and his words.  (Applause.)  I am not going to let America and  

196. its great companies and workers be taken advantage of us any  

197. longer.  They have taken advantage of our country.  No longer.  

198. I am going to bring back millions of jobs.  Protecting our workers also  

199. means reforming our system of legal immigration.  (Applause.)  The  

200. current, outdated system depresses wages for our poorest workers, and 

201.  puts great pressure on taxpayers.  Nations around the world, like  

202. Canada, Australia and many others, have a merit-based immigration 

203.  system.  (Applause.)  It's a basic principle that those seeking to enter a  

204. country ought to be able to support themselves financially.  Yet, in  

205. America, we do not enforce this rule, straining the very public resources  

206. that our poorest citizens rely upon.  According to the National Academy  

207. of Sciences, our current immigration system costs American taxpayers  

208. many billions of dollars a year. 

209. Switching away from this current system of lower-skilled immigration,  

210. and instead adopting a merit-based system, we will have so many more  

211. benefits.  It will save countless dollars, raise workers' wages, and help  

212. struggling families -- including immigrant families -- enter the middle  
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213. class.  And they will do it quickly, and they will be very, very happy,  

214. indeed.  (Applause.) 

215. I believe that real and positive immigration reform is possible, as long  

216. as we focus on the following goals:  To improve jobs and wages for 

217.  Americans; to strengthen our nation's security; and to restore respect  

218. for our laws.  If we are guided by the wellbeing of American citizens,  

219. then I believe Republicans and Democrats can work together to achieve  

220. an outcome that has eluded our country for decades.  (Applause.) 

221. Another Republican President, Dwight D. Eisenhower, initiated the last  

222. truly great national infrastructure program -- the building of the  

223. Interstate Highway System.  The time has come for a new program of  

224. national rebuilding.  (Applause.)America has spent approximately $6  

225. trillion in the Middle East -- all the while our infrastructure at home is  

226. crumbling.  With this $6 trillion, we could have rebuilt our country  

227. twice, and maybe even three times if we had people who had the ability 

228.  to negotiate.   

229. To launch our national rebuilding, I will be asking Congress to approve  

230. legislation that produces a $1 trillion investment in infrastructure of the  

231. United States -- financed through both public and private capital –  

232. creating millions of new jobs.  (Applause.)  This effort will be guided  

233. by two core principles:  buy American and hire American.   
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234. Tonight, I am also calling on this Congress to repeal and replace  

235. Obamacare -- (applause) -- with reforms that expand choice, increase  

236. access, lower costs, and, at the same time, provide better healthcare.   

237. Mandating every American to buy government-approved health  

238. insurance was never the right solution for our country. The way to make  

239. health insurance available to everyone is to lower the cost of health  

240. insurance, and that is what we are going do.   

241. Obamacare premiums nationwide have increased by double and triple  

242. digits.  As an example, Arizona went up 116 percent last year  

243. alone.  Governor Matt Bevin of Kentucky just said Obamacare is failing  

244. in his state -- the state of Kentucky -- and it's unsustainable and  

245. collapsing. 

246. One-third of counties have only one insurer, and they are losing them  

247. fast.  They are losing them so fast.  They are leaving, and many  

248. Americans have no choice at all.  There’s no choice left.  Remember  

249. when you were told that you could keep your doctor and keep your  

250. plan?  We now know that all of those promises have been totally  

251. broken.   Obamacare is collapsing, and we must act decisively to  

252. protect all Americans.   

253. Action is not a choice, it is a necessity.  So I am calling on all  

254. Democrats and Republicans in Congress to work with us to save  
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255. Americans from this imploding Obamacare disaster.   

256. Here are the principles that should guide the Congress as we move to  

257. create a better healthcare system for all Americans: 

258. First, we should ensure that Americans with preexisting conditions have  

259. access to coverage, and that we have a stable transition for Americans  

260. currently enrolled in the healthcare exchanges.   

261. Secondly, we should help Americans purchase their own coverage  

262. through the use of tax credits and expanded Health Savings Accounts –  

263. but it must be the plan they want, not the plan forced on them by our  

264. government.   

265. Thirdly, we should give our great state governors the resources and  

266. flexibility they need with Medicaid to make sure no one is left  

267. out. Fourth, we should implement legal reforms that protect patients  

268. and doctors from unnecessary costs that drive up the price of insurance,  

269. and work to bring down the artificially high price of drugs, and bring  

270. them down immediately.   

271. And finally, the time has come to give Americans the freedom to  

272. purchase health insurance across state lines -- (applause) -- which will  

273. create a truly competitive national marketplace that will bring costs way  

274. down and provide far better care.  So important. 

275. Everything that is broken in our country can be fixed.  Every problem  
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276. can be solved.  And every hurting family can find healing and hope. 

277. Our citizens deserve this, and so much more -- so why not join forces 

278.  and finally get the job done, and get it done right?  (Applause.)  On this  

279. and so many other things, Democrats and Republicans should get 

280.  together and unite for the good of our country and for the good of the  

281. American people. My administration wants to work with members of  

282. both parties to make childcare accessible and affordable, to help ensure  

283. new parents that they have paid family leave -- (applause) -- to invest in  

284. women's health, and to promote clean air and clean water, and to  

285. rebuild our military and our infrastructure.   

286. True love for our people requires us to find common ground, to advance  

287. the common good, and to cooperate on behalf of every American child  

288. who deserves a much brighter future. 

289. An incredible young woman is with us this evening, who should serve  

290. as an inspiration to us all.  Today is Rare Disease Day, and joining us in  

291. the gallery is a rare disease survivor, Megan Crowley.   

292. Megan was diagnosed with Pompe disease, a rare and serious illness,  

293. when she was 15 months old.  She was not expected to live past  

294. five.  On receiving this news, Megan's dad, John, fought with  

295. everything he had to save the life of his precious child.  He founded a  

296. company to look for a cure, and helped develop the drug that saved  
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297. Megan's life.  Today she is 20 years old and a sophomore at Notre  

298. Dame.  

299. Megan's story is about the unbounded power of a father's love for a  

300. daughter.  But our slow and burdensome approval process at the Food  

301. and Drug Administration keeps too many advances, like the one that  

302. saved Megan's life, from reaching those in need.  If we slash the  

303. restraints, not just at the FDA but across our government, then we will  

304. be blessed with far more miracles just like Megan.  (Applause.)  In fact, 

305.  our children will grow up in a nation of miracles. 

306. But to achieve this future, we must enrich the mind and the souls of  

307. every American child.  Education is the civil rights issue of our  

308. time.  (Applause.)  I am calling upon members of both parties to pass an  

309. education bill that funds school choice for disadvantaged youth, 

310.  including millions of African American and Latino  

311. children.  (Applause.)  These families should be free to choose the 

312.  public, private, charter, magnet, religious, or home school that is right  

313. for them. 

314. Joining us tonight in the gallery is a remarkable woman, Denisha  

315. Merriweather.  As a young girl, Denisha struggled in school and failed  

316. third grade twice.  But then she was able to enroll in a private center for  

317. learning -- a great learning center -- with the help of a tax credit and a  
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318. scholarship program.   

319. Today, she is the first in her family to graduate, not just from high  

320. school, but from college.  Later this year she will get her master’s  

321. degree in social work.  We want all children to be able to break the  

322. cycle of poverty just like Denisha.  

323. But to break the cycle of poverty, we must also break the cycle of  

324. violence.  The murder rate in 2015 experienced its largest single-year  

325. increase in nearly half a century.  In Chicago, more than 4,000 people  

326. were shot last year alone, and the murder rate so far this year has been  

327. even higher.  This is not acceptable in our society.   

328. Every American child should be able to grow up in a safe community,  

329. to attend a great school, and to have access to a high-paying  

330. job.  (Applause.)  But to create this future, we must work with, not  

331. against -- not against -- the men and women of law  

332. enforcement.  (Applause.)  We must build bridges of cooperation and  

333. trust -- not drive the wedge of disunity and, really, it's what it is, 

334.  division.  It's pure, unadulterated division.  We have to unify.   

335. Police and sheriffs are members of our community.  They're friends and  

336. neighbors, they're mothers and fathers, sons and daughters -- and they  

337. leave behind loved ones every day who worry about whether or not  

338. they'll come home safe and sound.  We must support the incredible men 
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339.  and women of law enforcement.   

340. And we must support the victims of crime.  I have ordered the  

341. Department of Homeland Security to create an office to serve American 

342.  victims.  The office is called VOICE -- Victims of Immigration Crime  

343. Engagement.  We are providing a voice to those who have been ignored  

344. by our media and silenced by special interests.  (Applause.)  Joining us  

345. in the audience tonight are four very brave Americans whose  

346. government failed them.  Their names are Jamiel Shaw, Susan Oliver,  

347. Jenna Oliver, and Jessica Davis. 

348. Jamiel's 17-year-old son was viciously murdered by an illegal  

349. immigrant gang member who had just been released from  

350. prison.  Jamiel Shaw, Jr. was an incredible young man, with unlimited  

351. potential who was getting ready to go to college where he would have  

352. excelled as a great college quarterback.  But he never got the  

353. chance.  His father, who is in the audience tonight, has become a very  

354. good friend of mine.  Jamiel, thank you.  Thank you.   

355. Also with us are Susan Oliver and Jessica Davis.  Their husbands,  

356. Deputy Sheriff Danny Oliver and Detective Michael Davis, were slain  

357. in the line of duty in California.  They were pillars of their  

358. community.  These brave men were viciously gunned down by an  

359. illegal immigrant with a criminal record and two prior  
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360. deportations.  Should have never been in our country. 

361. Sitting with Susan is her daughter, Jenna.  Jenna, I want you to know  

362. that your father was a hero, and that tonight you have the love of an  

363. entire country supporting you and praying for you.  

364. To Jamiel, Jenna, Susan and Jessica, I want you to know that we will  

365. never stop fighting for justice.  Your loved ones will never, ever be  

366. forgotten.  We will always honor their memory.   

367. Finally, to keep America safe, we must provide the men and women of  

368. the United States military with the tools they need to prevent war -- if  

369. they must -- they have to fight and they only have to win.   

370. I am sending Congress a budget that rebuilds the military, eliminates  

371. the defense sequester -- (applause) -- and calls for one of the largest  

372. increases in national defense spending in American history.  My Budget 

373.  will also increase funding for our veterans.  Our veterans have  

374. delivered for this nation, and now we must deliver for them.   

375. The challenges we face as a nation are great, but our people are even  

376. greater.  And none are greater or braver than those who fight for  

377. America in uniform.   

378. We are blessed to be joined tonight by Carryn Owens, the widow of a  

379. U.S. Navy Special Operator, Senior Chief William "Ryan"  

380. Owens.  Ryan died as he lived:  a warrior and a hero, battling against  
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381. terrorism and securing our nation.  (Applause.)  I just spoke to our great 

382.  General Mattis, just now, who reconfirmed that -- and I quote -- "Ryan 

383.  was a part of a highly successful raid that generated large amounts of  

384. vital intelligence that will lead to many more victories in the future  

385. against our enemies."  Ryan's legacy is etched into eternity.  Thank  

386. you.  (Applause.)  And Ryan is looking down, right now -- you know  

387. that -- and he is very happy because I think he just broke a  

388. record. For as the Bible teaches us, "There is no greater act of love than  

389. to lay down one's life for one's friends."  Ryan laid down his life for his  

390. friends, for his country, and for our freedom.  And we will never forget  

391. Ryan. To those allies who wonder what kind of a friend America will  

392. be, look no further than the heroes who wear our uniform.  Our foreign  

393. policy calls for a direct, robust and meaningful engagement with the  

394. world.  It is American leadership based on vital security interests that  

395. we share with our allies all across the globe. 

396. We strongly support NATO, an alliance forged through the bonds of  

397. two world wars that dethroned fascism, and a Cold War, and defeated  

398. communism. But our partners must meet their financial  

399. obligations.  And now, based on our very strong and frank discussions,  

400. they are beginning to do just that.  In fact, I can tell you, the money is  

401. pouring in.  Very nice.  (Applause.)  We expect our partners – whether 
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402.  in NATO, the Middle East, or in the Pacific -- to take a direct and 

403.  meaningful role in both strategic and military operations, and pay their 

404.  fair share of the cost.  Have to do that. 

405. We will respect historic institutions, but we will respect the foreign  

406. rights of all nations, and they have to respect our rights as a nation  

407. also.  (Applause.)  Free nations are the best vehicle for expressing the  

408. will of the people, and America respects the right of all nations to chart  

409. their own path.  My job is not to represent the world.  My job is to  

410. represent the United States of America.  

411. But we know that America is better off when there is less conflict, not  

412. more.  We must learn from the mistakes of the past.  We have seen the  

413. war and the destruction that have ravaged and raged throughout the  

414. world -- all across the world.  The only long-term solution for these  

415. humanitarian disasters, in many cases, is to create the conditions where  

416. displaced persons can safely return home and begin the long, long  

417. process of rebuilding.   

418. America is willing to find new friends, and to forge new partnerships, 

419.  where shared interests align.  We want harmony and stability, not war 

420.  and conflict.  We want peace, wherever peace can be found.   

421. America is friends today with former enemies.  Some of our closest  

422. allies, decades ago, fought on the opposite side of these terrible, terrible 
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423.  wars.  This history should give us all faith in the possibilities for a  

424. better world.  Hopefully, the 250th year for America will see a world  

425. that is more peaceful, more just, and more free. 

426. On our 100th anniversary, in 1876, citizens from across our nation  

427. came to Philadelphia to celebrate America's centennial.  At that  

428. celebration, the country's builders and artists and inventors showed off  

429. their wonderful creations.  Alexander Graham Bell displayed his  

430. telephone for the first time.  Remington unveiled the first  

431. typewriter.  An early attempt was made at electric light.  Thomas  

432. Edison showed an automatic telegraph and an electric pen.  Imagine the  

433. wonders our country could know in America's 250th year.  

434. Think of the marvels we can achieve if we simply set free the dreams of  

435. our people.  Cures to the illnesses that have always plagued us are not  

436. too much to hope.  American footprints on distant worlds are not too  

437. big a dream.  Millions lifted from welfare to work is not too much to  

438. expect.  And streets where mothers are safe from fear, schools where  

439. children learn in peace, and jobs where Americans prosper and grow are 

440.  not too much to ask.  When we have all of this, we will have made  

441. America greater than ever before -- for all Americans.  This is our  

442. vision.  This is our mission.  But we can only get there together.  We  

443. are one people, with one destiny.  We all bleed the same blood.  We all  
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444. salute the same great American flag.  And we all are made by the same  

445. God.  When we fulfill this vision, when we celebrate our 250 years of  

446. glorious freedom, we will look back on tonight as when this new  

447. chapter of American Greatness began.  The time for small thinking is  

448. over.  The time for trivial fights is behind us.  We just need the courage 

449.  to share the dreams that fill our hearts, the bravery to express the hopes  

450. that stir our souls, and the confidence to turn those hopes and those  

451. dreams into action. From now on, America will be empowered by our  

452. aspirations, not burdened by our fears; inspired by the future, not bound  

453. by the failures of the past; and guided by our vision, not blinded by our  

454. doubts.  I am asking all citizens to embrace this renewal of the  

455. American spirit.  I am asking all members of Congress to join me in  

456. dreaming big, and bold, and daring things for our country.  I am asking  

457. everyone watching tonight to seize this moment.  Believe in yourselves,  

458. believe in your future, and believe, once more, in America. 

459. Thank you, God bless you, and God bless the United States. 

 

Anexo 9: Transcripción discurso 100 días 

Fuente: You Tube: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=40iJUAHej14 

 

1. Thank you, ladies and gentlemen. It is truly great to be back in the wonderful,  

2. beautiful state of Pennsylvania. I love this state, and I love the people of  

3. this state. It is special, and it carried us to a big, beautiful victory on November 8.  

4. I want to recognize some of our friends that have helped us so much.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=40iJUAHej14
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5. Congressman Scott Parent, GT Thompson, a couple of my originals, Mike Kelly,  

6. who I watched on television. 

7. They are gathered together for the White House Correspondent's Dinner without  

8. the President. And I could not possibly be more thrilled that to be more  

9. than 100 miles away from Washington's swamp, spending my evening with all of  

10. you, and with a much, much larger crowd and much better people. Right?  

11. And look at the media back there. They would actually rather be here, I have to  

12. telyou. That's right. 

13. Media outlets like CNN and MSNBC are fake news. Fake news. And they  

14. are sitting -- and they are wishing -- in Washington. They are watching right now,  

15. they are watching, and they would love to be with us right here tonight.  

16. but they are trapped at the dinner, which will be very, very boring. But next year,  

17. maybe we will make it more exciting for them in Washington and we'll show up.  

18. But we have a good chance of showing up here again next year, too. [Applause] 

19. The truth is, there is no place I would rather be than right here in Pennsylvania to  

20. celebrate. our 100-day milestone, to reflect on an incredible journey  

21. together, and to get ready for the great, great battles to come, and that we will win  

22. and every case. Ok? We will win. Because 

23. make no mistake, we are just beginning in our fight to make America great  

24. again Now before we talk about my first 100 days, which has been very  

25. exciting and very productive, let's rate the media's 100 days. Should we do that?  

26. Should we do it 

27. Because as you know, they are a disgrace. According to a Morning Consult call,  

28. more than half of Americans say the media is out of touch with everyday 

29.  Americans. They've proven that.According to Media Research Center,  

30. 89% of the media's coverage of our administration has been negative and  

31. purposefully negative, and perhaps that's because according to the Center 

32. for Public Integrity, 96% of journalists who gave donations gave them to our  

33. opponent. And does anyone were member who our opponent was? 

34. Lock her up, lock her up, lock her up. That was some opponent. 

35. Finally, according to a poll last year from the Associated Press, 

36. only 6% of Americans have a lot of confidence in America. That is very bad.  

37. That is much lower than Congress, by the way. But I will give you an example of  

38. something really incredible. That's right. Get them out ofhere. Get them out.  
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39. Thank you. Thank you. Thank you. Do we love our law enforcement or  

40. what? And I want to thank the fire marshals. They have a lot of people  

41. standing outside. We really maxed out. We broke the all-time record for this arena.  

42. How old is this arena? We broke the all-time record. I don't have a guitar, which  

43. pretty tough. So, ust as an example of media, take the totally failing. 

44. Pretty soon they will only be on the internet. The paper is getting smaller and  

45. smaller. Do you ever notice? It is starting to look like a comic book. It's getting...  

46. But I will tell you, because I watched, and I used to be in the real estate business,  

47. they sold their beautiful New York Times building in Manhattan, a cathedral to  

48. journalism. Such a beautiful, beautiful building. For around $130 million, and the  

49. group that bought it later sold it for approximately $500 million. 

50. Now they live in a very ugly office building in a crummy location. Next, they buy  

51. The Boston Globe newspaper, with lawsuits ,for $1.3 billion and invest millions and  

52. millions of dollars to get it going. In the end, they sell it for zero. They give it  

53. And then they write nasty editorials and op-ed telling me how I should be handling  

54. world events. But that is what we have. They are incompetent, dishonest  

55. people who after the election, had to apologize because they covered it, us me, so  

56. badly that they felt they were forced to apologize because their predictions 

57. Do you are member their prediction? Do you remember their production? They 

58. lost a lot of people because of the way they covered. So here's the story. If the  

59. media's job is to be honest and tell the truth, then I think we would all agree the  

60. media deserves a very, very big, fat, failing grade. Very dishonest people.  

61. And not all of them. You we call it the fake news. Now we call it the fake news.  

62. Now everybody is using the word fake news. 

63. Where did you hear it, folks? By contrast, for the last 100 days, my administration  

64. has been delivering every single day for the great citizens of our country, whether  

65. is putting our coal miners back to work, protecting America's steel and aluminum  

66. workers  we love that steel and aluminum or eliminating job killing regulations, w 

67. keeping one promise after another, and frankly, the people are really happy  

68. about it. 

69. They see what is happening. [Applause] But to understand the historic progress  

70. have made, we must speak honestly about the situation that we and I inherited  

71. because, believe me, the previous administration gave us a mess. For decades, 

72. our country has lived through the greatest jobs theft in the history of the world. 
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73. You people know it better than anybody in Pennsylvania. Our factories were  

74. shuttered. Our steel mills close down, and our jobs were stolen away and shipped 

75. away to other countries, some of which you have never even heard of. 

76. Politicians send troops to protect the borders of foreign nations, but left America's 

77.  borders wide open for all to violate. We have spent billions of dollars 

78. on one global project after another, and yet, as gangs flooded into our country 

79. we couldn't even provide safety for our own people. Our government rushed 

80. to join international agreements where the United States pays the cost and  

81. bears the burden while other countries get the benefits and pay nothing. This 

82. includes deals like the one-sided Paris Climate Accord. Where the United  

83. States pays billions of dollars while China, Russia, and India have contributed and  

84. will contribute nothing. Does that remind you of the Iran deal? How about  

85. that beauty? On top of that, it is estimated that full compliance with the  

86. agreement could ultimately shrink America's GDP by $2.5 trillion over a 10-year  

87. period. Thameans factories and plants closing all over our country. 

88. Here we go again. Not was me, folks. Those are the facts, whether we  

89. like them or not. The dishonest media won't print them, won't report them because  

90. the Washington media is part of the problem. Their priorities are not my priorities,  

91. and they are not your priorities, believe me. Their agenda is not your agenda. 

92. I will be making a big decision on the Paris Accord over the next two weeks.  

93. And we will see what happens. But they are all part of a broken system that has  

94. profited from this global theft and plunder of American wealth at the expense of  

95. American worker. We are not going to let other countries take advantage of us  

96. anymore because, from now on, it is going to be America first.  

97. And I have to just interject because, as you know, I have been a big critic of  

98. China. And I have been talking about currency manipulation for a long time. But  

99. I have to tell you, during the election, number one, they stopped. But more  

100. importantly, just to show you the dishonesty we have currency manipulation  

101. by Chinabut China is helping us possibly or probably with the North Korean  

102. situation. Ok? It's a great thing. and I met with the President of China  

103. at great length in Florida. We had long, long talks. Hours and hours and hours.  

104. He's a good man. 

105. He's representing China, not us, but he's a good man. And I believe he wants  

106. get that situation taken care of. They have tremendous power, and we will see  
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107. what happens. But the media said Donald Trump refuses to name China a  

108. currency manipulator. Think of this. We have to have a little flexibility. So I  

109. meet with the President of China and say, could you help us out with North  

110. Korea? You give them 93% of their different materials they need in their food. 

111. You have a lot of power. We have a great relationship. Then the media says,  

112. why didn't he call Donald Trump, and why did Donald Trump in the meeting  

113. you are a currency manipulator? So here's the story. Listen, Mr. President,  

114. you help us out with North Korea? But by the way, you are manipulating  

115. your currency. It doesn't work, right? So, So... You understand. So instead  

116. of saying that, let's see what happens. I honestly believe he is trying very  

117. hard. Not an easy situation for China, believe me. 

118. Not an easy situation. But we have somebody there who is causing a lot of  

119. trouble for the world. We have China, who is really trying to help. As you’ve 

120. seen, they have set back vast amounts of coal coming to North Korea. So let's  

121. see what happens. I think it is not exactly the right time to call China a 

122. manipulator right now. Do we agree with that? But they never say  

123. that. So I promise you in my inaugural address 100 days ago that now arrives  

124.  hour of action. And believe me, we've started from day one, that is what we  

125. have delivered. 100 days of action. Those people and others are exhausted.  

126. They've never seen anything like that. 

127. They've never seen anything like this.We are ending the off-shoring  

128. and bringing back our beautiful, wonderful, great American jobs. We  

129. are eradicated the criminal gangs and cartels that have infiltrated our country.  

130. You are reading about them all the time. Some of you have big problems with  

131. them. Thank you for that sign, Blacks for Trump. I love that guy. Thank you.  

132. Thank you. Thank you, man. That is great. That is really cool. I appreciate it. 

133. And we are taking steps to renegotiate or cancel any agreement that fails to  

134. protect American interests. Here are just some of our great achievements  

135. from the first 100 days. And I will tell you, in addition to that, we have built  

136. such a strong foundations with the leaders of foreign countries. 

137. But we have great relationships with Germany and Japan and China and so many  

138. others The U.K. -- such great relationships. That is part of the process. 

139. We have appointed and confirmed a brand-new justice of the United States  

140. Supreme Court. Justice Neil Gorsuch, who will uphold the constitution 
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141. and the right of Americans to govern their own affairs, and the last  

142. time a new Supreme Court Justice was confirmed in the first 100 days was  

143. years ago in 1881, and I was devastated to hear that because I thought I would  

144. the only one to have done that. It was a long time ago. To protect 

145. our jobs and economic freedom, I immediately withdrew the United  

146. States from the horrible, disastrous, would have been another NAFTA, but  

147. worse, Trans-Pacific Partnership. That would have taken your jobs in  

148. Pennsylvania, that I can tell you. That was a total hoax. The TPP what have been  

149. a tremendous disaster for our country, and we are not going to surrender  

150. Pennsylvania jobs ever again. We have done that once before. It is not going  

151. happen. we have just launched an investigation into foreign steel  

152. dumping and aluminum dumping throughout our country. 

153. We are reviewing every single trade deal, and wherever there is sheeting, we  

154. would take immediate action, and there will be penalty. And we have 

155.  with us tonight Secretary of Commerce Wilbur Ross, and one of the great,  

156. people on fair trade and good trade, Mr. Peter Navarro. Thank you.  

157. And we will renegotiate NAFTA, and if we don't get a good deal and  

158. a fair deal for our country -- and I have been saying for a long time we will  

159. either renegotiate or terminate -- I announced the other day we were going to  

160. terminate, everybody said we would terminate two people I like very much,  

161. the President of Mexico and Prime Minister of Canada, called up and said,  

162. canwe negotiate? I said yes, we can renegotiate. 

163. So we will start a renegotiation, and hopefully it will be fair for everybody.  

164. if it is not a fair deal for our country -- because you have to understand, we  

165. havebeen on the wrong side of the NAFTA deal with Canada and Mexico for  

166. many years. Many decades. We can't allow it to happen. So we are going to  

167. renegotiate, and if we can't make a fair deal for companies and workers, we 

168.  willterminate NAFTA. Ok? Our directives 

169. will let brand-new Pennsylvania steel into the spine of America.  

170. We've ordered billions and billions of dollars in unpaid duties to be  

171. collected at the border from countries that break the rules, and that just start 

172. is going to be a lot coming in. We just want fairness, and I followed  

173. through on my promise and issued a new government directives to buy  

174. American and hire American. In just these first few months, we have  
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175. created 99,000 new construction jobs, 49,000 new manufacturing jobs, and  

176. 27,000 new mining jobs. Who are the miners here? Finally we are taking care  

177. Of  our miners. We love our miners. 

178. And we have over 600,000 new jobs. And by the way, the stock market since  

179. our election is through the roof. I believe from the point of the  

180. election isn't it too bad that the Obama administration gets a lot of credit for  

181. those few months? But it's all right. They get credit with get credit for it. 

182. We have an all-time record for the biggest increase in the stock market. So  

183. I am very happy about that. We have removed the shackles on energy 

184. exploration imposed by the last administration, lifting the restrictions on  

185. the production of oil, shale, and natural gas. 

186. And very importantly for Pennsylvania, we have ended the war on beautiful,  

187. clean coal, and we are putting our coal miners back to work. we love our 

188. miners. I am also very pleased to say that we have finally cleared the way for  

189. the construction of the Keystone XL and Dakota Access piplines.48,000 new  

190. jobs. They couldn't get their approvals. We got them their approvals in 24 hours  

191. one day. -- 24 hours, one day. I want to tell you, the heads of those two  

192. companies didn't know what the hell happened. 

193. They should go to bed and say their prayers. But that is going to be  

194. approximately 48,000 jobs. My administration has also scrapped a job killing 

195.  regulation that was threatening our auto workers. We want more cars made  

196. in the USA, and that is going to happen. We have created a new rule  

197. which requires that for every one new regulation, to old regulations two old  

198. regulations must be eliminated. And we have signed massive executive  

199. clearing up the environmental bureaucracy. We are going to have jobs, and  

200. you're seeing them already. We have also been very busy on the legislative  

201. which we have got no credit for, and yet I am signing away. 

202. I have signed 29 new bills, a record not surpassed since the Truman  

203. administration. This includes 13 resolutions to eliminate intrusive  

204. federal regulations, the most ever signed in our history. In keeping our promise  

205. to our veterans, I have signed legislation to extend veterans choice, of the  

206. veteran's administration is here with us tonight, David Chilton. He did an  

207. incredible job. We have increased by 42% the approval for veterans using the  

208. Choice program. I have also created an office of accountability at the VA.  
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209. Ourmessage to federal workers is clear: If you fail our veterans, you will be  

210. held accountable.  

211. To create accountability across government, I have issued a five-year ban on  

212. federal officials becoming lobbyists after they leave government service.  

213. I have got a lot of people in my staff that are not exactly happy with  

214. that one, but that is ok. And I have issued a lifetime ban on federal officials  

215. becoming lobbyists for a foreign government. I have imposed these  

216. bans for a simple reason. 

217. It is time to drain the swamp. and that is what we are doing in Washington 

218. DC. Perhaps in no area have passed governments sold out since the  

219. sold out special interest in foreign lobbyists than on the issue of immigration.  

220. Year after year, you pleaded for Washington to enforce our laws as illegal  

221. immigration surged, refugees flooded in, and lacks vetting -- and lax vetting  

222. threaten to your safety and security. And don't worry, we are going to have  

223. wall. Don't worry about it.  

224. Build that wall, built that wall, built that wall. 

225. We have done so well at the border, a lot of people are saying, wow, maybe  

226. President doesn't need the wall. We need the wall to stop the drugs 

227. We need the wall. In just 100 days, we have taken historic steps to  

228. secure our border, imposed needed immigration control like you have never  

229.  before -- is that true? And properly screened and vet those seeking admission  

230. into our country. They are going to come in because they love our country. 

231. We are not taking them otherwise. We are operating on a very simple that our  

232. immigration system should put the needs of American workers,  

233. American families, American companies, and American citizens first.  

234. I have appointed a great military general, John Kelly, to lead the Department 

235. of Homeland Security. Since my election, we have already achieved  

236. an unprecedented 73% reduction in illegal crossing on our southern border.  

237. The greatest reduction in the history of our country, and we just started. The 

238.  world is getting the message. If you try to illegally enter the United States,  

239.  will be caught, detained, deported, or put in prison, and it will happen.  

240. As I campaigned across the nation, I met with the grieving mothers  

241. and fathers of children who had been killed, viciously killed, violently killed  

242. by a ilegal immigrants. 
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243. And I made them a promise. We will protect American lives. Your family  

244. member will not have died in vain. Last week, we opened an office to 

245.  support the victims of immigration crime, called Voice to make sure that no  

246. American victim is ever again ignored by their government -- not going to  

247. happen anymore. 

248. And many people are now talking, as I just said, and using this tremendous  

249. progress on the border to say we don't need the kind of safety that we really  

250. need, including the wall. We need safety. We need cameras. We need all of  

251. things that we are going to be putting in, and we need the wall. And we will  

252. build the wall as sure as you are standing there tonight. We need the wall.  

253. We will build a wall folks don't even worry about it. Go to sleep. Go sleep,  

254. rest assured. That's the final thing we needed. We need it. If the Democrat  

255. knew what the hell they were doing, they would approve it so easy because  

256. want to stop crime in our country. Obviously, they don't mind illegals coming  

257. They don't mind drug pouring in. They don't mind MS-13 coming in. We are 

258.  getting them all out of here. Members of congress who will be voting on  

259. bordersecurity have a simple choice. They can either vote to help drug cartels  

260. criminal aliens trying to enter the United States, like frankly, the Democrats  

261. doing, or they can vote to help American citizens and American families be  

262. That is the choice. Who do you want to represent you? Unfortunately,  

263. Democrats in congress have no leadership. They are rudderless. Senator  

264. Schumer is a bad leader. [Booing] I have known him a long time. He is a bad  

265. leader, not a natural leader at all. He worked hard to study leadership. When  

266. have to study leadership, you've got problems. And his policies are hurting  

267. innocent Americans and making it easier for drug dealers to enter our country.  

268. Schumer is weak on crime and wants to raise your taxes through the roof. 

269. He is a poor leader -- I've known him a long time -- and he is leading the  

270. Democrats to doom. It is sad to see for our country what is happening to the 

271.  Democratic party. At the heart of my administration's efforts to restore the  

272. of law has been a nationwide crackdown on criminal gangs, and that means  

273. taking the fight to the sanctuary cities that shield these dangerous criminals  

274. from removal. The last very weak administration allowed thousands and 

275.  thousands of gang members to cross our borders and enter into our 

276.  communities, where they reached have it on our citizens where they wreaked  
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277. havoc on our citizens. The bloodthirsty cartel known as MS-13 has infiltrated  

278. our schools, threatening innocent children. We have seen the horrible assaults  

279. and many killings all along Long Island where I grew up. 

280. We are seeing the vicious spread of transnational gangs into all 50 states and  

281. human suffering they bring with them. I have been with the parents. It is  

282. devastation. A very respected general recently told me that MS-13 are the  

283. equivalent in their meanness to Al-QaedaMy administration will  

284. rest until we have dismantled these violent gangs, and we are doing it rapidly,  

285. and we are sending them the hell out of our country.  

286. We are sending them back home where they belong. One by one, we  

287. are finding the illegal immigrant drug dealers come again members and  

288. killerand removing them from our country. Once they are gone, you see what  

289. we adoing. They will not let them back in. They are not coming back.  

290. In this effort to restore safety to our country, we are going to strongly support  

291. the incredible men and women of law enforcement. I just signed an  

292. executive order directing Attorney General Jeff Sessions to combat crimes of  

293. violence against our police and the Department of Justice is now prioritizing  

294. prosecution of criminals who attack officers of the law. 

295. And we are also working around the clock to keep our nation safe from  

296. terrorism. My administration has taken historic steps to improve screening  

297. vetting for those seeking visas to enter the United States. We have seen the  

298. attack from 9/11 to Boston to San Bernardino. We have seen the bloodshed  

299. overseas. You look at what is happening in other countries. We already have  

300. enough problems to worry about in the United States, which we love o  

301. We don't need to be admitting people who want to oppress press, hurt or kill  

302. innocent Americans. They are not come again. -- coming in. So let me state  

303. as clearly as I possibly can. We are going to keep radical Islamic terrorists the 

304.  hell out of our country. So I have a question for you. You have been  

305. rallies, you have seen a lot of rallies. Is there any place like  

306. a Trump rally?  

307. So I did this a little bit during the rally. Haven't done it in a long time. Who  

308.  heard the poem called the snake? Does anybody wants to hear it again? Are  

309. yousure? Ok. So let's dedicate this to General Kelly, the border patrol,  

310. and the ICE ages for doing such an incredible job. This was written  
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311. by Al Wilson, a long time ago. I thought of it having to do with our borders.  

312. know they're going to have. We're going to have problems. We have to be  

313. smart,we have to be vigilant. So, here it is, the snake. It is called "The Snake." 

314. On our way to work one morning, down the path along the lake a tenderhearted  

315. woman saw a poor have frozen snake, his pretty colored skin had been all  

316. frosted with the dew. Poor thing, she cried out, I will take you in, and I’ll take  

317. care of you. The border. Take me in, oh tender woman take me in for heaven  

318. sake. Take me in, oh tender woman, sighed the vicious snake. 

319. She wrapped him up all cozy in a comforter of silk and laid him by her fireside  

320. with some honey and some milk. She hurried home from work that night, and  

321. soon as she arrived she found that pretty snake she taken in had been revived.  

322. Take me in, oh tender woman. Take me in, for heaven sake. Take me in, oh  

323. tender woman, sighed the vicious snake. She clutched him to her bosom.  

324. You' so beautiful, she cried, but if I had not brought you in by now, by heavens you  

325. would have died. She stroked 

326. his pretty skin again, and kissed him and held him tight. But instead  

327. of saying thank you, that snake gave her a vicious bite! Take me in, oh tender  

328. woman. Take me in, sighed the vicious snake. I have saved you, cried the  

329. woman and you bit me, heavens why? You know your bite is poisonous, and  

330. now I am going to die. Oh shut up, silly woman, said the reptile with a grin.  

331. new damn well I was a snake before you took me in. 

332. Does that explain it, folks? Keeping America safe also means rebuilding our  

333. defenses. Under the leadership of General Mad Dog Mattis -- and he is doing  

334. great. By the way, he is the man who recommended General Kelly. I said mad  

335. dog, you have to give me a good general for the border. We have begun the  

336. process of rebuilding our military and restoring full readiness. We are also  

337. protecting taxpayer dollars. I have already saved more than $725 million on a  

338. simple order of F-35 planes. 

339. I got involved in the negotiation. And there is billions of dollars to be saved.  

340. On that and many other things. We have also stepped up the fight against ISIS  

341. we will not stop until ISIS has been destroyed. At the same time, we  

342. have strength and our friendships and alliances all around the world. We were  

343. very proud to quietly work with the Egyptian government last week to ensure  

344. that an American citizen, a beautiful young woman named ? came home  
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345. after being in an Egyptian prison, for the past three years.  

346. She was going to be there for another 28 years. President Obama worked  

347. diligently for three years, did not get 'em out. I met with President el-Sisi and  

348. worked out quickly. And he was great. And he was great about it. And not  

349. only did the court system in Egypt and president el-Sisi let her out, but they  

350. let ouher husband and they let out a total of eight people that were innocent,  

351. and the are all back here right now. Now they won't include that in the 100  

352. days, but I am proud to have done it. She is 

353. a happy young woman, believe me. I said how tough was it in that prison?  

354. She said you don't want to know. We are also getting NATO countries to  

355. step up and contribute their fair share. They have begun to increase the  

356. contribution by billions of dollars. We are not going to be satisfied until 

357.  everyone pays what they owe. I have been complaining about that for a long  

358. time. And it's a lot different now, but they still a lot of money 

359. America's average military and defense spending was double what all other  

360. NATO countries spent combined. Not fair. As we work to get other countries  

361. pay their fair share abroad, we will continue our rebuilding at home. We are  

362. rebuilding everything, including our great military. We will have the finest  

363. military that we have ever had at any time in the history of our country. 

364. Last week, my economics team outlined one of the biggest tax cuts in American  

365. history. Even bigger than that of Ronald Reagan. We are proposing major tax  

366. relief for the middle class and lowering the business tax from 35% all the  

367. way down to 15%.  

368. You will see companies expand, companies come back into our country. 

369.  Companies not leave our country anymore because taxes and regulations are  

370.  onerous. You will see what happens. Let me also be clear in saying that we’ 

371.  going to save Americans health care and repeal and replace that disaster  

372. knowas Obamacare, which is dying, dying, dying. Obamacare is dead 

373.  anyway. You know they always like to compare -- Obamacare is dead. It is  

374. Gone. The increases 

375. were massive last year and they will be bigger this year. Insurance  

376. companies are fleeing. One of the top insurers says Obamacare is in a death  

377. spiral, there is nothing they can do. They can't compare something to it because 

378.  it won't be there very long. It is not working. Under Obamacare, we have  
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379. double and triple digit hikes in premiums. Many Americans left with only a  

380. single insurer to choose from. Now many of those insurers are fleeing also.  

381. have many like the great state of Tennessee where half of the state already  

382. no insurance carrier. And many others. Obamacare is a catastrophe created  

383. exclusively by the Democrats in Congress. And they know it is no good. 

384. And, by the way, we're going to get something great. We're going to get  

385. premiums down, deductibles way down. We are going to take care of every  

386. single need you are going to to have taken care of. It will not cost that kind of  

387. money. We will bring it down. You're going to see it. Premiums down. We’ll 

388. repeal and replace Obamacare. You watch. We are going to give  

389. Americans the freedom to purchase the health care plans they want, not the  

390. health care forced on them by the government. And I will be so angry at  

391. Congressman Kelly and Congressman Marino and all of our Congressmen in  

392. this room if we don't get this damn thing passed quickly. They 

393. will get it done. We know them, they will get it done. In all things, we are  

394. returning power to the people where it belongs. We are going to defend the  

395. second amendment. And your rights to keep and bear arms. We're  

396. going to bring education local, and we're going to end common core. We are  

397. going to stop federal overreach and defend the God-given rights of every  

398. American family. 

399. Just imagine what we can accomplish if we all started working together to  

400. rebuild this nation, the nation that we so dearly love. Our jobs will come back  

401. home, are dying factories will come roaring back to life. It will be a beautiful  

402. thing to watch. This is what is going to happen in the USA. 

403. And it is going to happen soon. And it is actually already happening. Cities  

404. small and large will see a rebirth of hope, safety and opportunity. 

405. America's children will be taught to love the country and take pride in our  

406. gre American flag. And other countries, you seee that happening, will  

407. finally treat America and our citizens with the respect that our country and our  

408. citizens deserve. The time for all of us to remember that we are one people  

409. one great American destiny. And that whether we are black or brown or  

410. whitewe all bleed the same red blood of patriots.  

411. same glorious freedoms of our magnificent country. We are all made by the  

412. same almighty God. As long as we remember these truths, we will  
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413. not fail. We are American, and the future belongs to us. The future belongs to  

414. allof you. So with hope in our souls and patriotism in our hearts, I say these  

415. wordsto you tonight on 100 days of devotion, hard work and love for our  

416. greatcountry. Together, 

417. we will make America strong again. We will make America wealthy  

418. again. We will make America prosper again. We will make America proud  

419. again. We will make America safe again. And he will make America great  

420. again. Thank you. God bless you. Thank you. Thank you. 

 

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


